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IJOITRONICSConti.nues

OUR BRAND NEW 2600 SERIES
is the PERFECT UPGRADE for those
thousands of stat on5 that have had
AUDITRONICS consoles over the past
thirty years. Designed for the TIGHTEST
of BUDGET3. it s nonetheless the highest
performance console Auditronics has
ever offered!

A MODULAR DESIGN, the 2600
features twelve input channels, a monitor
module wits control room, studio, cue,

S.

S00
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headphone and talkback circuits, and
an output module with PROGRAM,
AUDITION, both pre and post fader
MONO outputs, and independent meter
selection. Optional line selector and tape
remote nodules are also offered.

This countertop design fits efficiently
in only 25 by 26 inches of space, and like
all our consoles is fabricated from steel
to withstand the rigors of a broadcast
environment.

4IDITRONICS
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Everything
you've ever wanted.

Everything
you've ever needed.

Everything
you'd expect from PR&E's legacy.

And...it even looks better
than Jennifer Lopez.

' BMX
next level solutions

SERVICE

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION
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"You just have to speak
to the right people.

; 1111
,

"After looking at several options, we decided
on the VADIS platform and DC consoles from
KLOTZ," says John Decker, Chief Engineer,
Capstar Communications, Tucson. "Why?
First, our install would be much 'aster since
most of the plant wiring could be reduced to
a simple Ethernet line and a fiber optic cable
connecting each room with our rack room.

"Secondly, all four stations were to be housed
in the same facility, and we had to share audio
sources all around the plant. Th s is a function
that is part of the KLOTZ system. Our entire
plant is now based on a digital audio 'back-
bone' that provides an improved audio signal.

"We also purchased five DC consoles. The
air talent finds the DC consoles simple to
operate. They can put any source in our plant
on any fader of the console with a simple LCD
button in the meter bridge. Giving the operator
the ability to call up any source to a fader is
great since each operator prefers a different
arrangement of sources on the console."

ferd at KRQQ FM, at the VADIS D onsole.

11

-;* Installed in world class faclities
44 Integrated platform concept

Fiber optic networking
qt. Any audio source, anywhere

DIGITAL
58'5 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Bldg. 340
Ncrcross, GA 30092
Phone: 678-966-9900
FaK: 678-966-9903
www.klotzdigitcd.com

Circle (105) on Free Info Card or go -o www.beradio.com.



IFTM.beradio.com
Your online source
for current radio broadcast news
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Web Contents

Currents
News updated daily as it happens

Weekly E -Mail
Have the headlines sent to you via
e-mail each week. Send a message to
beradio@intertec.com.

June Issue
Read it online. Plus, technical tips,
streaming stations ratings and more.

Currents
 Klotz Opens UK Sales Office

 RDA Completes HBC San Francisco Project

 SBE Certification Celebrates 25 Years

 Everstream Acauires AdAcoustics

 Musicmusicmusic Streams Over 30M Songs

 WOR Signs with SiteShell

 Dalet to Integrate Fast -Talk Engine

 NPR Performs with Neumann M 150 Tube

 Aphex Processes Christian Pirate Radio

 Patriot Announces New Engineering Team

 TC Electronic Appoints New Managers

 Commissioner Ness Honored by AWRT

 2001 NAB Engineering Achievement Awards

ERI Names Beeler for Sales
Electronics Research Inc. has named Scott
Beeler as the Director of Worldwide Sales for
the entire ERI range of manufactured products.
MORES

SBE Certification Celebrates 25 Years
In November 2000, the Society of Broadcast
Engineers certification program celebrated its
silver anniversary. MORES

Gentner Clarifies Burk Deal Details
Gentner Communications reemphasized that
the GSC3000 and VRC2500 broadcast re-
mote control product lines are now available
for purchase through traditional channels via
Burk Technology of Littleton, MA. MORES

Ig11100ffi
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On The Air Quote of the
Month

BSI A Monthly Newsletter from Broadcast Software International Issue 4

News
First Professional MP3 Audio Cards

BSI and AudioScience have teamed up to create soundcards that play four MP3 files
simultaneously without a software CODEC. The $2095 AS14344 and the $2795 AS14346
were avertable on May 1st, exclusively at BSI.

,P5004118
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This is the first time a professional audio company has created
devices specifically for the MP3 format. The two cards
decompress audio files on their own hardware so tne processor
doesn't have to. With these cards. the skipping and slowness
that plague broadcasters with MP3 files have been eliminated.

The concept of decompressing audio on an audio card has been
used with other formats, however the Frauhofer Institute has

controlled the CODECs for the MP3 format. Putting the CODEC on
the card vastly improves PC performance. so playing multiple MP3 files

simultaneously will be no different to your PC than playing multiple linear files.

"Our corporate mission is to respond to customer requests. AudioScience has a record of
leadership in the digital audio market. When BSI and AudioScience formed the concept of
combining our hardware with MP3 technology it made sense for both
of us," says AudioScience President Richard Gross.

"The radio industry has been heading towards an audio card like this
one ever since the MP3 format became popular. Broadcasters wanted
to use MP3 files, but could not get the consistent sound they needed,"
says Ron Burley, BSI President. "We were happy to have
AudioScience as a partner in this because of their record of creating
products users want, rather than finding customers for the cards they
decided to make."

BSI will be the exclusive distributor of the new audio cards And only
BSI will distribute the upgrades to two other cards, the AS14334 and the
AS14336 allowing them to play triple MP3 files. The $200 upgrades
allow you to buy the earlier card with upgrade for the same cost.

Affordable Digital Automation

Our WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the
too -expensive systems, but is priced reasonably
like software, not gold-plated broadcast
hardwara. We often hear, "It can't be true!" Over
3000 sat sfied users prove the contrary.

WaveStation uses linear or compressed audio
files. Features include WebCast ability, on-
screen voice -track editing, time -shift recording
and serial port control. Offers full automation,
satellite,voice-track and live assist. Works with
Windows
2000, 95,
or NT

ww.bsiusa.co

"WaveCart is really an
awesome tool. When I trained
our weekend board-ops, who
had no radio experience, it

took only about 15 minutes
before they had a real grasp
on it."

Clive Millett
KKW- Las Vegas, NV

Calendar
Aug 16-18, WaveStation
Weekend Training Session

Birthdays:
June 18 1942, Paul McCartney
June 19 1903, Lou Gehrig

Online Tech Data

If the net clock for your station is locked in the PD's
office or you cant find the wiring diagram for your
audio switcher, you'll probably find the info you
need at www.bsiusa.com/support. The BSI web
support area has a database that includes wiring
instructions for connecting to external devices.
whether or not you're using BSI software! It also
includes network program & tone clocks. You'll also
find complete online manuals for all BSI programs.

WJIL - Dan KolendaUser File I
Dan Kolenda visited BSI for WaveStation
Weekend in February. "I thoroughly enjoyed
it. It's so good to be able to see BSI President
Ron Burley demonstrate things. Reading the
manual is great. out being able to see him do it,
the lights just all come on. He really wants to
help us. instead of just trying to sell a product.
Ron kept saying that BSI was a user -driven
company, and you can really feel that from what he says to you."

Dan has been using WaveStation for a while now. Although ne was
familiar with the product, there was more to learn. "I've always had a little
bit of reluctance to try new things because I might go off the air.
WaveStation Weekend really raised my confidence level. I don't mind
experimenting more now. And the technology has changed so much that
this really brought me up to date. I also think it's good to ask for a
roommate," he says. "I planned to go. not for a vacation, but to learn. My
roommate and I sat in our roorn and just bounced ideas off each other."

The thing Dan liked most about the $1499 WaveStation Weekend was the
personal aspect. "I really enjoyed ta'king to the different technicians. I've
talked with them before over the phone, but being able to sit down and pick
their brains was worth its weight in gold."

Send us your story

888-BSIUSA1 WWW.BSIUSA.COM
Broadcast Software International

Circle (106) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.



Viewpoint

Surviving the Internet
By Chriss Scherer, editor

We all know that habits change. Radio listening
habits (and naturally radio itself) have under-
gone some changes from their origin. The most

dramatic change was in radio's very early days when
usage changed from a messaging medium to an entertain-
ment and information medium. Another significant change
was the shift in focus of the radio being the centerpiece
of the home, when radio listeners "watched" the radio.
This occurred when TV was introduced, and radio slowly
moved to a background medium in many cases. Since
then, the habit changes have been smaller, introducing
only minor differences.

Internet time, a phrase that is often
heard today, has real meaning. Chang-
es in habits and technology are occur-
ring much more quickly today. The
changes in radio took place over a
period of more than 75 years. Now we
see technology, and subsequently
habits, changing every month or even
more often. Changes in online usage
as a result of these technological ad-
vances are readily recognized.

In May, Scarborough Research re-
leased the results of a National Internet Study that
examined Internet usage habits and changes in the way
Internet consumers embrace online and traditional me-
dia. This is Scarborough's first study on the topic, and
more are planned.

Some of the general statistics are not surprising to me.
It reports that 48% of Americans have used the Internet
in the past 30 days, and 42% have consumed some form
of streaming media. Further investigation would no
doubt reveal that these users are younger as opposed to
older people.

The decline in usage of other media as a result of the
time spent online shows that the Internet is winning the
competition for attention-except in radio. By combin-
ing the reported consumption statistics (that is, the
percentage of those who consume certain media less
and those who consume a certain medium more now
that the Internet is available) for various forms of media,
the results are: TV viewing down 16%; magazine
readership down 12%; newspaper readership down
6%; radio listening up 2%. Some respondents indicated
no change in their media habits, and radio again came
out ahead with 81% while other media forms showed
less favorable responses.

What does this mean for radio? It means that radio is not
being affected as much as other media forms. Radio is
retaining its audience better than other media forms.

I believe that this can be attributed to radio being an
aural medium. You can listen to the radio while perform-
ing other tasks: working in the office, working around the
house, surfing online. In some cases, listening (online or
terrestrial) can he tied directly to the online experience.

Radio, TV, magazines and newspapers all offer addi-
tional information online. It's common to see references
to additional online stories within an article or during a
TV show. It's difficult if not impossible to read something
online and also read something in print or watch it on TV.
It's not so difficult to listen to the radio and work online.

Listening online may not be the preferred choice
because of sound quality or data transmission limitations
(other surveys show that at least 60% of the computers on
the Internet connect with 56K or slower modems). But
regardless of the transmission means, radio and surfing
work well together.

Radio is facing its own evolution as terrestrial radio is
introduced to IBOC and challenged by satellite radio and
Internet radio, but in the end, it's all radio in some form.
The same ties can be created and expanded upon. Radio
and the Internet work well together. As people stop
buying newspapers and reading more information online,
the radio will always be turned on in the background.

Chriss Scherer, editor
chriss scherer@intertec.com

Doyousurfandlisten?Doesyourstationofferanonlinepresenceto
enhance the listening experience? Tell us about it at
beradio@intertec.com.

E-ma:
beradio@ilintertec.corn
FAX:
913/967-1905

8 BE Radio June 2001
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Matrix

WIRELESS

 15 kHz real-time, full duplex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 1C K H z real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSO GSM

 13 kHz re 3l -time,
full dupLe( audio on
prt3ble Inmarsat
ternnna_s ;with optional
ISDN moJ

 15 k-Iz nc nreal-time,
"Store and -Forward"
feature nay be used on
man\ rr °bile circuits

 Cptionzl iattery kit
deliver<_ power for
tip to 7 h3urs

THE CODEC FOR TODAY

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 5 mS of de ay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 12)0 baud arkcillari
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter wort. wo-.dwide

 ISDN module r..iuired

E CODEC FOR THE FUTURE

Yin r

may already include ISDN anc

POT, codecs plus a slew of other

stuff. Now they are talking about

high ;peed digital wireless

GSM and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approach is

designed with this future

in mind. The core of

the Matrix's flex bility

revolves around full

access to its powerful

cod ng engine through

easily inserted

mcdiles and upgradeable flash

ME rrory. Whatever may be coming

down the communications pipeline,

the %latrix is ready.

POTS

 15 kHz full -duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

Circle (107) on Free Into Card
or go to www.beradio.com.
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Technology

A convention is a good place to learn about equipment
and comparison shop. but save the final decision for
neutral territory.

Make it so!
By Jim Pa I uz_zi

While you attended the NAB, you kicked the tires
and identified the purchases you want to make.
What comes next? Cut the purchase order? Pull

out the corporate purchasing card? How do you go from
capital decision to capital execution? You must find a
way to "make it so!" For many managers, deciding what
to buy is the easy part of spending your capital budget.
The hard part is deciding how to buy it.

There are many ways to make a purchase; knowing how
to order can make the difference in truly adding value to
your radio station. Purchasing errors are more than expen-
sive; mistakes can result in lost productivity that hurts

morale and the
bottom line.

Take a look at
your purchasing
categories, ask
yourself (and po-
tential vendors)
some questions,
and you will likely
experience the
rewards of money
well spent. Let's
discuss two types
of high -ticket cap-
ital investments.

Physical plant
Building studios, transmitter buildings and towers is not

the core business of most broadcasters. But management
can be tempted to assign the task of designing and
building technical facilities to the engineering depart-
ment in an effort to save money. This is usually a mistake.

It may be better to delegate major construction projects
to a general contractor or to a series of subcontractors that
your engineering team can supervise. There are at least
three reasons why it usually makes sense to outsource
major capital projects.

Indirect costs. While your technical staff is probably
more than capable of learning the construction trade, it
will take time for your staff to master the learning curve.
The costs of learning how to build something for the first
time are often buried in the budget, since your staff gets
paid anyway. You may never know the real cost of
having your staff handle your physical plant projects.

The costs of ignorance. Few things can create as much
grief in an organization as a capital project in trouble. It

is safe to assume that mistakes will occur at the construc-
tion site; that is why it may be wise to outsource the
heavy lifting to someone who does this work for a living.
It all boils down to who pays for those mistakes.

On time, on budget. A general contractor or a subcon-
tractor should have fewer responsibilities than your
engineering staff. Before awarding a contract, see how
many concurrent jobs the contractor has scheduled
during your construction period. If the contractor is
evasive on this issue, find another contractor.

The last thing you need is to pull your engineering team
off a construction project to deal with a crisis.

Include penalties in your contract for failing to com-
plete construction by a stated deadline. Penalties are
your best insurance that a construction crew is going to
stay on the job, even if your contractor has a more
lucrative contract in the wings.
There is a middle ground between "doing it yourself"

and hiring a general contractor: buying boxes instead of
buildings. Increasingly, broadcasters are purchasing pre-
fabricated studios and transmitter buildings, rather than
"stick -building" their facilities. This allows broadcasters to
take advantage of mass production cost savings-with
the promise of greater quality control.
The advantages of prefabrication are magnified at

public radio stations at state institutions, where studio
facilities are often a neglected part of a much larger,
multi -purpose building. The hazards of lowest -cost bid-
ding, combined with the politics and bureaucracy that
too often surround public works projects, conspire to
ensure that many stick -built facilities will be inferior to
their prefabricated counterparts.

Automation systems
Once considered a necessary evil at neglected sister

stations, digital playback systems now deliver the pulse
of most radio stations. While the process of selecting an
automation system that is right for your station is a lot like
buying a car, here are some purchasing tips that will serve
you well before you buy:

Never buy based on a demo. Arguably, a vendor's
product demonstration represents that company's best
sales effort. On the other hand, your best predictor of
how the system will work at your station will be your
observation of how the product works in the field-
without the vendor present. Find at least two installations
of the proposed system at facilities similar to yours.
Travel to those stations and spend a day talking with

10 BE Radio June 2001
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STUDER

Includes seamless integration with
radio automation systems

New
Integrated input router

Easy to learn,
easy to operate

 tc-

e.pO 40.O

Modular setup:
6, 12, 18, 24 faders

so *IE

Studer On -Air 2000M2: the choice
for medium to large radio stations

The New Studer On -Air 2000M2 - now with Input Router

Over the last SO years, Studer's name

has become synonymous with reliability.

Thousands of radio broadcasters all

over the world put their trust and their

professional reputation in our hands.

Because our technology will not let

them down. Because it is by Studer.

ii1111111111111111MINII

Studer
North America

Main Office:

Toronto. Ontario M3B 203

Phone +1 416 510 -1347

Toll Free 866 269  0000

Fax +1 416 510.1294

entail stoner @ mail.studer.ca

www.studer.ch

High flexibility, proven quality
Studer's new On -Air 2000M2 offers the freedom to route any input signal to

any fader on the console surface. The modular unit can have up to 64 input

signals, regardless of the number of faders installed (6, 12, 18 or 24). The system

integrates seamlessly with radio automation systems (CAB) to comply with self -op

mode or as part of a complete facility. For existing On -Air 2000 users, Studer

offers the additional functionality in a retrofittable upgrade package.

Studer's On -Air 2000 delivers proven quality and reliability. It is the choice for

nearly 500 broadcast installations worldwide!

Studer On -Air 1000 - High quality for every budget

Studer Headquarters Snpdand 4I 1 170 0 11 / Direct Subs,dianet Austria 13 1
Ill 16 71 0 / Irak. 33 1 IS 1117 00 / Herrnany 11 10 71 3 14.0 / 1.11 a 101 60221 / Faps HI ) 34 63 21 II

Sales Office: Les Angeles +I Ili 141-4400

Circle (108) on Fret, Info Card or go to www.bsradlo.com.



Managing Technology

A visit to the factory can be useful in determining the
quality of service after a major purchase.

for an on -site

management, engineering and operations.
Ask to have several people demonstrate the system. If

you hear frequent references to only one person at the
station who "really knows how to make this thing work,"
run away from the product. If the automation system is
user-friendly, everyone should know how it works.

Visit the factory.
To evaluate the
quality of technical
support you are
going to receive af-
ter you purchase
your system, head
for the factory. Giv-
en investment cost
of the system, ven-
dors will be hard
pressed to turn
down your request

visit. Forget the multimedia presentations
in the boardroom. Instead, head for the repair bench and
talk to the technicians. Ask alx)ut the most common
hardware problems they face.

Visit the help desk and ask the staff to describe the most
common problems they encounter. Ask about the help
desk tracking system. Any serious help desk operation
has software that allows staff to document and track

trouble calls. Finally, look for a help desk that has a high
level of respect for the products they sell-and the users
who buy those products.

Be carefulwith facto?), training programs. Staff mem-
bers certainly need training on a new automation system.
The question, however, is not whether your staff should
be trained, but rather, "Who should train your staff?"

Factory trainers usually understand their equipment
and their software, however, not all trainers have a
background in station operations. Indeed, few trainers
have any formal background in training. As a result,
system training can be highly frustrating for the staff-
and hardly worth the expense.

Instead, find a user who understands how the system
works. Offer that person the money you would have
spent on factory training. Then, you will have someone
training your staff who can focus on the basics of how to
get things working, rather than a technically thorough (but
otherwise irrelevant) "systems overview."

Capital investments will constitute a larger portion of a
radio station's budget in the decade ahead. Stations that
establish effective procedures to execute capital purchases
will receive an even greater return on their investment.
Jim Paluzzi. Ph. D., is general manager of Boise State Radio.

Managing Technology in August:

Hiring Technical Staff

Studio ,LeLtl. On Mr & Production
Digiiink

Live On Air
Live Assist
Automation
Jingles, Phoners

The DL4 System ll
comes complete with a
Triple Play and Record DL4 Workstation, 105 Hours of audio storage, 7 input play
switcher, 7 input record switcher, DL4-AUTO software for On Air, and DL4-SCHED

for Production and Scheduling. This powerful (2) studio system requires
only 2 customer supplied PC s and installation.

Production
Recording

Editing
Scheduling

Arrakis Systems inc. Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-systems.com Co)
Circle (109) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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We've been around
the bases a
few times,
and it's a big field.

Do you want to keep up with the high-tech players? Ever imagined launching

sports, news, music, and agriculture from your ow: hack lot to the cosmos?

At NPR Satellite Services, we oiler down to earth CKperience and engineering

savvy to get you off the ground... but we won't leave you up there alone.

We're there with 24/7 operational support at any time, anywhere in the, well...

rrrriit'rse.And our space segment, C -hand, and Ku -band receiver options are

priced affordably at under $1,600! We can use

your existing gear or build up your network from base one.

You call the play! Visit us at www.nprss.org or call 202-513-2626.

Link up with usr.

circle (11C) on Free Into Card
or go to www.beradic.com.



RF EngrneNaring

The licensing process
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Whoever said, "the more things change, the more
they remain the same," must have had the FCC
in mind. More than 50 years ago, Form 301 was

thin and did not demand much in the way of exhibits.
Today, Form 301, still thin and demanding little in the way
of exhibits, requires many statements of fact that must be
backed up by full engineering analysis so that exhibits can
be presented on demand. How-
ever, today's Form 301 must be
filed electronically.

It is also illuminating to com-
pare the Commission's present
day paperwork requirements with
those of 50 years ago. Nowadays.
there are more forms to be com-
pleted, and the Commission is
requesting data in forms that are
more examiner -convenient than
the original Form 301. I think the
latter was designed to get the
information displayed in a rela-
tively easy manner for the appli-
cant without much consideration
for the examining engineer.

In this article we're going to run
through the engineering process
of getting a license for a broadcast
station and talk about the new
electronic filing forms. It is impor-
tant to bear in mind that, apart from technical matters, the
FCC has sticky fingers and expects its palm to be greased
with every application, using Form 159 when sending cash,
and 175 in the cases of auctions. However, these forms are
best left in the hands of the attorneys.

Getting a construction permit
In the interest of correctness, I Itke to emphasize the fact

that the first step in building a broadcast station is obtaining
a Construction Permit (CP). Too many times we find the
expression "getting a license" is used in the press and the
daily papers. That's fine for non -technical people, but
"getting a license" is very different from "getting a CP," and
it has a different meaning.

Before starting work on a new broadcast application, it
is important to check with the FCC to be sure that the
appropriate window will be open. The Commission tends
to require windows for almost everything; perhaps in an
effort to control workflow to their overloaded engineers.

17.

FCC 3411
arrlY 1111111111111MMI 1,11,17
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At the same time, be sure that a current application form
is used. Many changes are being made. Sometimes it seems
that monthly changes are occurring, and it's important to
check expiration dates. The current OMB approval data
appears in the upper right-hand corner. The expiration data
appears in the bottom right corner. Also be sure to use the
latest rules; these seem to change frequently nowadays.

At the time of writing this, the old AM DA
proof of Performance Rules apply. How-
ever, there is a Notice of Proposed Rule

Making (NPRM) proposing some
substantial changes and reduction
in required field work. By now, the
new Rules may be in force.

The first step towards a CP is
finding a frequency, unless it is

intended to file on an existing sta-
tion or an identified frequency. The
next step is obtaining and reading a
copy of CFR 47, the FCC Rules and
Regulations. Although most of the
rules governing the completion of
Form 301 can be found in Part 73 of
the Rules, there are a few para-
graphs in other sections of CFR 47
that require reference prior to sub-
mitting the application.

Today's FCC will not accept Form
301 on paper. The filing must be

electronic. This means that the filing is more of a statement
of intent than a technical document, as in the old days when
voluminous documentation had to be submitted. It seems
that with the advent of Docket 80-90, the FCC has become
window oriented. It is almost impossible now to file any
application unless the appropriate window is open, and it
is essential to keep an eye on FCC releases.

In my opinion, the new engineering data portions of
Form 301 are important improvements to the Form,
although they can be a dangerous trap for a careless filer.
Almost every page of the Form calls for the repetition of
technical data entered on previous pages. It is easy to
make a typographical error from page to page, with
disastrous consequences: any inconsistency will result in
return of the application.
On the old Forms antenna data was requested once, but

on the new forms it seems to be required frequently, and

,
I mw,*cm

woo..m.m.Lii.m.,
0 0 .........o ,....... 1:1

 ...v.. OP Off. -,-
1.3,

 ...1....
FCC forms are available at www.fcc.gov as
updateable PDF files.

Note: Form 301 is used as a generic term in this article, the same
things apply for all versions of Form 340 (NCE) as well.
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ur address has changed

...our commitment
is the same

In keeping with an illustrious
legacy. Crown Broadcast has be-

gun adding a new chapter to the
rich history of the Crown name. To

meet the needs of broadcasters
worldwide, Crown Broadcast has

taken a proactive approach in re-

searching and developing new
technology.

We are committed to ushering in

the Twenty -First Century with a
range of technically innovative
products designed to anticipate

ail I

.

FM 100

FM 250

CROWN 13ROADCAS1
ANNOUNCES FMX SERIES
TRANSMITTERS AT NAB

Digital System Managament (DSM)
structure
 Menu -driven digital control system

and display
 Monitoi and set transmitter functions

at front panel
 Password protection of system control
 Sophisticated fault alert and logging

1111,1 . I

Nilo'I III'
FM 500

the changing dynamics of world
broadcasting, while keeping the

heritage of rugged reliability that

is Crown.

In the coming months, visit our

website to see new ideas, new
products. and new directions.
Crown Broadcast is committed
to keeping your investment
paying off year after year.

Visit us at

www.crownbroadcast.com

Remote System Management (RSM)

option
 DSM structure accessible from any

chore
Natural voice communication from
transmitter
Password protected

 System operating functions evaluated
and reset remotely
Alert by phone in the event of system

faults.

Crown FMX Series Transmitter models

include the FMX 30, FMX 100, FMX 250,

and FMX 500. DSM structure and the

RSM option can also be retrofitted to

current Crown transmitter models.

crown
Crown Broadcast
25166 Leer Drive

Elkhart, IN 46514-5425
219-262-8900

A division of
International Radio & Electronics Corp.
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RF Engineering
every entry is a possible source of
error and rejection. Non -DA and day
and night directional operation data
are requested on separate pages, for
a total of 10. This feature is a great
improvement on the old system.

In the case of un-tamable directional
antennas, augmentation data are re-
quested and clearly outlined. This for-
mat makes the FCC engineer's job a lot
easier, but it puts more stress on the
applicant engineer because of the
earlier mentioned risk of conflicting
entries and consequent dismissal. In

lieu of presenting pages
of expensive drafting
work to demonstrate that
the system will work as
proposed, many boxes
must be checked yes or
no, and other boxes show
compliance with parts of
Part 73.
The page requesting

data on operation during critical hours
is a good idea. It can be easy to forget
that such things as critical hour opera-
tion have to be considered when rat -

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

lisiESf-u- re -7'12'10m

Fully Integrated Databases
1oa Automatic Interference Calculation.

Real Time 3-I) Displays

c Used by the FCC

0 Find Available Frequencies Automatically

O Latest FCC, TIA, and ITU Standards Built -he

O Frequency Range 20mHZ to 40gHZ

 Cost Effective Mapping

4

Visit us at www.radiosoft.com (386) 426-2521

109 West Knapp Ave.  Edgewater  FL. 32132

Form 302 is used for the
lice ise application.

ing against time. I missed
a critical hours check on a
Form 301 about 40 years
ago. The critical hours sec-
tion would have prevent-
ed my embarrassment,
and I hope it will save
engineers in the future.
It's very easy to say that a
good engineer would

think of it; but sometimes in a rush
things are overlooked until too late.

Form 301 FM
Form 301 for FM requires two pages

of technical information and the check-
ing of about ten boxes to show com-
pliance with several paragraphs of
Part 73 and other parts.

Unlike AM DA applications, FM DA
data is not supplied with Form 301FM.
Instead, the desired relative fields
are listed (after consultation with the
antenna supplier to ensure that they
produce a DA with the required
pattern), and the application is based
on that data.

When the CP is issued and equip-
ment ordered, the antenna supplier
runs a pattern proof on the actual
antenna and/or a scale model. This
material is filed with Form 302FM
when making application for the sta-
tion license, in much the same manner
as AM DA license application is filed.
The main difference is that, in the case
of FM DAs, the FCC accepts the prom-
ise of the proposed DA pattern, avoid-
ing checking the whole application.

Licensing AM DAs involves making a
number of radial measurements to
demonstrate that the promised pat-
tern has been achieved and that the
antenna is operating as promised. This
is known as the Proof of Performance,
and it takes weeks to make and ana-
lyze the radials runs and produce the
exhibits the FCC needs. The AM Proof
of Performance is expensive and time
consuming. The FM DA testing proof
is not as costly as for AM DAs.

Barring conflicting applications, er-
rors, petitions to deny or other prob-
lems, the application is accepted.
One then begins to wait, and wait,
and wait.

Circle (112) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Never Go Off the Air!
Get Scott Studios'

BLE
Fail -ProofNv Digital Audio System

Scott Studios Delivers Radio's Only Self -
Healing Redundant Digital System
Major stations in major markets choose Scott Studios' Invincible.
It's a mirrored pair of top -of -the -line SS32 digital audio systems,
plus Scott's exclusive diagnostic watchdog that double-checks ev-
erything several times every second by fast USB. At any hint of
trouble, the backup automatically starts playing where the prob-
lem unit left off! Invincible switches so fast that most listeners
hardly hear a glitch. In fact, one touchscreen controls both sys-
tems seamlessly so some announcers don't notice a switch.
Hands -free redundancy is one of many reasons why major sta-
tions in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Dallas,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, DC, San Antonio, Phoenix and
Toronto installed Scott Studios SS32 recently. 3,500 stations in the
U.S. have Scott systems and those of our sister company,
Computer Concepts Corp. More stations use our systems than
the second and third largest digital vendors combined! Our cus-
tomers benefit from the biggest and best service and support staff
in radio's digital audio industry, with 105 people at your service.
Scott's Invincible SS32 is the most robust digital system of all! SS32
delivers more streams of perfect uncompressed and MPEG audio
than any other system. You get industrial rack computers, the fast-
est CPUs, mega -memory, hot swap redundant power supplies, ul-
tra -fast RAID mirrored hard drives, extra cooling, NT networking,
two premium four -output stereo audio cards per system, the best
flat panel touchscreens and up to a 5 -year exchange warranty!
Nothing else gives so much peace of mind as Scott's Invincible.
Scott Studios SS32's user-friendly intuitive touchscreen is the sim-
plest for announcers to use and gives all the features that creative
major market air talent demands.

(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811
8 8 8 4 3 8 7 2 6 8 8

1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

For example, SS32 delivers:
.30 sets of 30 hot keys for instant play of jingles and effects.
 Cart walls that play song requests within 1 to 3 seconds.
 Display of last play and next scheduled play dates/times.
 Ripper puts CD music on hard disk digitally in 18 to 28 seconds!
 Easy voice tracking in context in air or production studios.
 Fast "no -dub" production uploads from Sound Forge.
 Phone recorder with audible scrub and waveform editing.
 SS Enterprise supervises 24 stations over the Internet!
For details about SS32 Invincible, go to ss32.com or call toll -free at
1 -888 -GET -SCOTT

Shown above is the top -rated "Big Boy" morning drive
personality pointing to the SS32 touchscreen at KPWR.
Power 106 FM in Los Angeles. For details. visit ss32.com
or call 1 988 GET SCOTT

13375 Stemmon Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

Internet: scollstudio.com
Circle (113) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.



There are several ways to establish
remote network access.

Remote access-equipment requirements
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

Last month, I discussed three methods to remotely
access your server-dial-up, extranet and the virtual
private network (VPN). This month, we will look at

some of the hardware and software required to imple-
ment those solutions.

Security
Extending the accessibility of your company server can

prove to be a valuable resource for your employees that
spend time away from the office, or perhaps a means to
bring timely information to a remote broadcast; but, at the

same time, you provide a
prime opportunity for hack-
ers to gain entry onto the

network. Whichever re-
mote access solution you

decide upon, the first and
most important
detail to be con-

sidered is securing the
network. You
have no doubt

heard of, or perhaps
even have set
up, a firewall.

The firewall is a se-
curity mechanism

used to control access to
your network. Most firewalls
are hardware devices; how-
ever, several software prod-
ucts are available for small
networks and individual
workstations. The hardware -
based firewall has been
around for several years, and
is also known as a "proxy
server" or "gateway."

The concept behind it is simple: an outside user would
first establish contact with the proxy server, which would
require the proper authentication, typically in the form
of user name and password. Once the user is verified and
authorized, the proxy server will then establish a "ses-
sion" between the user and server. You will recall that the
networking model that is in use today is defined by a
document known as the Open Standards Interconnect
(OS!) and is comprised of seven layers: physical, data
link, network, transport, session, presentation and appli-

cation. Each layer provides services to the other layers
immediately before and/or after it. Firewalls generally
operate at either the Network or Application layer.

A proxy server is an example of a firewall operating at
the application layer. Essentially, a firewall operating at
the application layer eliminates the direct flow of data
between the network and an outside user. Firewalls
operating at the "network" layer route traffic based on
the source and destination addresses, as well as the
intended port of each IP packet. The definition and use
of ports is a lengthy subject but, simply put, it presents
"virtual slots" used to map connections between two
hosts at the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) or User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) levels. Network firewalls per-
mit traffic into a network based on a set of rules that are
programmed by the network administrator. The rules
determine what type of traffic is permitted on the
network and what will be blocked. The current genera-
tion of network routers has sufficient intelligence that
allows them to be programmed to act as a simple firewall.

Dial -up access
By far the simplest method for remote access, dial -up

access to your network can be accomplished in a variety
of ways, depending on the number and location of users
that will need to use the network. The most rudimentary
method to implement dial -in access would be to add a
basic PC workstation equipped with one or more mo-
dems and a network card to your existing network.
Outside users would dial the telephone line(s) that have
been assigned to the modem(s). The login process may
vary depending on the type of network operating
system and configuration of the host PC. Most dial -in
access uses the standard dialer client program that you
probably use to dial -in to your Internet Service Provider.
You would create a dial location containing the tele-
phone number and protocols for your dial -in number.
Another means to gain remote access would be to use

a program such as PC Anywhere or Co Session that would
mimic the operation of the PC located in the office as if
you were there. One drawback of this method is that
someone could watch what you are doing remotely on
the office PC and possibly gain privileged information.

Accommodating a larger user base is slightly more
complicated and requires either the use of centrally
located modem banks or access provided by the tele-
phone company. Modem banks are typically rack -mounted
equipment frames that accept plug-in modem modules.
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FCC Update
New commissioners named
By Harry Martin

The White House announced that President Bush
will send to the Senate the names of Kevin J. Martin,
Kathleen Q. Abernathy, and Michael J. Copps, three

long-time Washington insiders, to fill FCC vacancies. In
addition, Andrew Levin, telecommunications counsel to
the House Commerce Committee, is likely to be nominated
by the White House to replace Commissioner Gloria
Tristani, who has indicated she will leave by the year's end.

Martin, a Republican, was legal adviser to outgoing
Commissioner Furchtgott-Roth. He is currently the Spe-
cial Assistant to the President for Economic Policy. He
also was Deputy General Counsel for the Bush -for-

President Committee. Martin will be nominated for a five-
year term expiring in June 2006.

Abernathy, also a Republican, is a lawyer who worked in
private practice and at the Commission before taking
positions in the wireless industry. Most recently, she was
Vice President for Public Policy of BroadBand Office Com-
munications; she was formerly Vice President for Regulatory
Affairs for Aiffouch Communications. While at the FCC,
Abernathy was a legal advisor to Commissioner Sherry
Marshall and Chairman Jim Quello. Abernathy's term will
expire on June 30, 2005.

Copps, who will fill the open Democratic seat, has spent
15 years in the office of Senator Fritz Hollings in a number
of positions, including Chief of Staff. Most recently, he
served as Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Trade
Development and as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce for Basic Industries.

It is anticipated that Martin, Abernathy and Copps will be
confirmed by the end of June.

Third -adjacent channel LPFM restriction added
At the direction of Congress. the FCC has adopted low -

power FM station third -adjacent channel interference
protection standards. Although the Commission's original
LPFM rules specified co-, first-, and second -adjacent
channel spacings between LPFM stations and full -power
FM and FM translator stations, and co- and first -adjacent
channel spacings between LPFM stations, they did not
include standards to protect either full -power or LPFM
stations operating on third -adjacent channels. Congress
enacted legislation last December requiring the Commis-
sion to revise its rules to include such standards.

As a result, 653 otherwise technically acceptable LPFM
applications filed during the two LPFM windows last year
have become short -spaced to existing full power FM and/or
FM translator stations operating on third -adjacent channels.
The Commission will allow these stations to file minor

technical amendments to move up to two kilometers to bring
their applications into compliance with the new rules. These
curative minor amendments were to be filed in May.

The Commission simultaneously opened its last two LP100
filing windows for LPFM applications in the states and
territories not included in the earlier LP100 windows. The
window closed June 15. Applicants from the earlier windows
that have third -adjacent channel short spacings of two or
more kilometers, and therefore are ineligible to file curative
minor amendments, will be afforded an additional later
window within which to file major amendments that specify
technical facilities that meet the new spacing requirements.
The revised rules also eliminate the portions of the

Commission's rules that permitted LPFM applications from
pirate radio station operators that had either (1) voluntarily
ceased unlicensed operation of a station no later than
February 26, 1999 or (2) ceased operation within 24 hours
of being directed by the FCC to terminate unlicensed
operation. Under the revised rules, an LPFM license will not
be granted to any party who engaged in any manner, either
individually or with a group, in the unlicensed operation of
any station in violation of the Commission's rules.

Jailed licensee fined by FCC
"I he FCC recently determined that the licensee of a

broadcast station could no longer be legally in charge of day-
to-day operations of the station while incarcerated at the
state penitentiary. The FCC levied an $8,000 fine against
the licensee for effectively transferring the station before
going to jail. This unauthorized transfer resulted from the
licensee entering into a management agreement which
delegated virtually all decision -making authority over
the station's programming, staff and finances as to a non -
owner. Although the licensee claimed he was still oper-
ating the station from jail, the FCC stated that imprison-
ment takes away one's role in station operations. The
licensee is serving time for insurance fraud.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@lhh-telcomlaw.com.

,:',11111ffir-aCCNIAA?.....,a011111111111irre

Dateline
All radio stations in the following states, both commer-

cial and noncommercial, must file their biennial owner-
ship reports on or before August 1: California, Illinois,
North Carolina, South Carolina and Wisconsin.

July 10 is the deadline for placing in stations' public files
their quarterly lists of community problems and responsive
programme ng broadcast duri ng the period May 1 to July 31.
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I CAN DO IT ALL BY MYSELF.
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The Yamaha AW4416 is all the studio you need to single-handedly recorc, MIX and master a multi -platinum CD. This digital audio

powerhouse comes fully equipped with every feature, specification and e<tra you could possibly want, including many crucial

items our competition inexplicably left out. And it's all integrated with the signature style. performance and innovation that's put

Yamaha digital gear in a class by itself. Once again, Yamaha gives you m:re for les;

NO DATA COMPRESSION - THE AW4416 delivers full -fidelity

24 -bit or 16 -bit audio all the time on all 16 tracks

WAV FILE FORMAT - Files are stored in standard .wav

format for ultimate compatibility and import/export ease

SONIC FOUNDRY SOFTWARE SUITE - Acid , Sound Forge

and Siren Xpress are included for comprehensive editing

02R LEVEL DIGITAL MIXER - Motorized fader automation

accompanies an internal digital patchbay, providing infinite

routing options

STUDIO -GRADE EFFECTS - Yamaha loaded the AW4416 with

dedicated 4 -band parametric E0 and dynamics on all chan-

nels, plus two patchable multi -effects processors

INSEPT I/O - Patch your analog gear onto any track to aug-

ment -he AW4416's capabilities

EXPAAIDABILIT' - Dual card slots let you add analog and digi-

tal I/O optior s. Apogee converters or the 11.3w WAVES

m,iItHffects processor card

YAMAHP CD BURNER ON -BOARD - CD maste-ing and backup

ar3 always adailable and easily accessible

DEDCATED METER BRIDGE -It's not a pricey option, it's

induced

MAXIMUM PORTABILITY - Th3 AW4416 is Mall and light

enough to carry on location in our new hardshell case'

AFFC RDABILFIN - Get all this power for only S3.299-

°YAMAHA
WWW.AW4416 (OM

litemtive i 8001 937-7171 eh 627 Visit www AW4416 corn and www Yamaha conVpmaudes 'Case n optm nal 'Estimate, street Nee All trademark. are the property 01 Men r rspectrve companies

2001 Yamaha Corporation of America, Pro Audio Products. PO. Box 6600, Buena Park. CA 93622 All Opts reseiymt Yamaha is a ienedered radeinark of Yamaha Coronation
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NAB2
A RADIO ODYSSEY'
The convention evolution Continues as, thelong-existing
terrestrial radio coexists with the bur eoning Internet
radio and the about -to -6e launche satellite radio.

Os

The convention grows larger each year with
even more to see, so it's unlikely you were able to

see everything. The BE Radio reporters covered the floor
and searched for the new products being unveiled.

Our post -convention coverage includes the research of our reporters, the
Pick Hits awards winners and our New Products section. In August, the annual

BE Radio Product Source will also feature many products unveiled at NAB2001.

NAB wrap-up index
Automation 24

Codecs and telco 32

Consoles 34

Digital audio workstations 36

Microphones and accessories 32

Processing 38

Recorders 28

RF, transmitter, antennas 26

Satellites, STI.s, RPUs, IBOC 26

Test equipment 30

Interfaces, wire, cable and routing 37

On -air playbac
and automation
The innovative phase of on -a r

hack systems has reached its peak.
This year'. presentation was composed
of further refinements to mostly
existing products.

The biggest splash was in free soft-
ware. Two companies, Arrakis and
Smarts, offered free versions of automa-
tion softwl.re. following a trend that has
been used in other industries that rely
on computer software. It is likely that
more companies will follow this lead
with similar specific -feature versions.

 

st companies displayed software
additional facility integration capa-

ilities. The Cart Chunk standard, a means
to include file data and a hot topic last
year. has been adopted by many man-
ufacturers. Other efforts have been
made to include or enhance newsroom
and production capabilities.

Ad insertion was also a big buzz
because of the RIAA and AFTRA items in
the news. Most systems can now support
some type of ad insertion within their
systems. Still other manufacturers were
showing multiple stream capabilities and
database functions for program -associated
data to be sent with webcasts.

.4

.  
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40,000 Watts
Solid State FM Power.

The Nautel Q20/20 comprises two

20 kW stand-alone FM transmitters
fully integrated to operate as a 40 kW

active reserve transmitter system.

For more than 30 years Nautel has

built the best radio transmitters by

blending solid state technology and

innovative engineering design.

The Q20/20 provides reliability and

peace of mind through built-in
redundancies - in all the world you

won't find its equal.

Each Q20 features:
 redundant Power Amplifiers
 redundant Power Supplies

 dua Digital Exciters
 dua. IPA & Power Supply
 duai Low Voltage Power Supplies
 68% ove-all efficienc,

Contact Nautel for more information about the benefits of our full range of solid state FM and AM transmitters.

\,,,,t,, I io.,/, / Hackett's Cove, RR #1 Tantallon, Nova Scotia Canada B0.1 310 Phone: (902) 823 2233 Fax: (902) 823 3183 Certified ISO 9001

,rit,,/ \L In. 201 Target Industrial Circle, Bangor, Maine USA 04401 Phone: (207) 947 8200 Fax (207) 947 3693 Certified ISO 9002

E-mail: info@nautel.com or visit us on the Web at www.nautel.com
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Transmitters, towers
and antennas

John Battison,
E., technical editor, RF

Discussions with FM engineers un-
earthed concerns about radio's future
when considered with reference to
streaming, DAII/1130(:, RBDS, satellite antenna exhibitors.

Radio Systems'

Pick up some today

Radio Systems

has lowered the prices on all

studio consoles, timers, distribution

amplifiers-
even their new digital hybrid.

Call your distributor
or Radio Systems today!

6m Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey o8014
(556) 467-8000 voice, (856) 467-3044 fax

www.radiosystems.com

Circle (119) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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IBOC readiness was a common discussion point among

radio, and new applica-
tions of some laws of
electronics such as the
Crossed -Field Antenna
and the EH Antenna

Dielectric's 20MHz
bandwidth FM anten-
na, designed for tower -
top mounting, madt its
appearance this yew'.

A rattler solid and
unobtrusive device
received a lot of ittcn-
tion this year from

antenna manufacturers. Combiners,
essential to hybrid IBOC operation,
were displayed in all shapes aid
sizes, and varying claims of low
insertion loss from companies such
as Shively and ERI.

Andrew displayed a new coaxial
cable, which uses an improved, cor-
rugated center conductor that avoils
center -conductor scoring caused by
cable expansion and contraction.

Last year's NAB was full of antici-
pation regarding the (TA, and we
had hopes for a high -power test in
the Isle of Mann, but the tests have
been delayed.
The AM transmitter field had an

entry from Harris in the form of the
3DX50. lids transmitter has a con-
pletely new design.

Nautel showed a solid-state 60kW AM
transmitter with eight very of a-

tient compact mdules in the l'A slaw.
Broadcast Electronics' contrihutic.n

this year was the 20kW solid -stale
transmitter, which includes a comhinrr
and an innovative control system.

Satellites,
STLs and RPUs
By Hal Kneller, CP

'Me hot item of discussion
propagation was not terrestrial distr-
bution, but rather the upcoming sat-
ellite radio services. Both XM Satellite
Radio and Sirius Satellite Radio wi
begin their services this year.

The satellite news for stations is that
SEDAT (Spectrum Efficient Digital
Audio /satellite/ Transmission) has
been deemed not -so -efficient and
was to be terminated at the end d



Have all your remotes
covered with SCOOP E-7
 POTS

7 kHz speech

ISDN

7 kHz, (G722)
20 kHz, (MPEG

Layer II)

UI

GSM - Wireless

Inmarsat Capabilities

Two Channel Audio Mixer

AETA

4AMILJI\N

o

-mak. 4:kETAIMIllow--

Linking Innovation
with Clarity

SCOOP FraZ

Microphone
Supplies

Ph48, Ph12

or T12

Small Weight
and Size

<4 pounds
9 x 6 x 3 inches

II

   C. R .7

POTS,

INMARSAT

Aeta Audio Corporaticn
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suit 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Phone: 973-6159-0555  Fax: 973-659-9555

www.aetausz.com
sales@aetausa.com
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May. ABC Networks will migrate its
remaining full -service satellite for-
mats to Starguide

Public Radio Satellite Service (PRSS)

unveiled to NPR affiliates a new con-
cept to store. am. forward program-
ming On an as -needed basis, featur-
ing a user interface and scheduling/
programming system lo replace the

IBOC digital broadcasting was on the radio agenda. Ibiguity
(tiered a van demonstration on and off the show floor.

Digital doesn't have t) mean difficult. Witt Logitek, your studio
wiring and configurations are beautifully s:r-Iple - and completely

flexible. Combine analog and digital soures easily and control
them from anywhere. Centrally locate all o' your audio sources,
share them throughout your facility, networe your audio with
high speed optical connections and easily manage your audio

dlist-lution, routing and mixing.

Find out how at 800.231.5870 or www logitekaudio.com

Logitek

OS-2-aba.secl SOSS, with

the possibility of return-
ing programming via
Web FTI'. Thi, also
holds prOmise :he

many commercial ret-
works distributed by
I4SS.

On the STL and ItPlI
side, Moseley has ado cx1

a TI backup carobility
to its Starlink SL900:1Q
4 -Channel linear Sit

showed a ( rum -portal

450MHz digital R141 system, the Aries
4005 (see Pick /Ills, page 43).

Marti Electronics unveiled an RN)
transmitter, the SRPT-40A, which fea-
tures a new synthesizer, more power-
ful RF amp and a new front panel,.
including reflected and forward power
metering. Also shown was a new
analog composite S11. transmitter,
the STL-20C/950. The STL-10A fea-
tures a new IOW amplifier -along
with a new front panel. Also sown
was a new Cellcast for digital systems
for use with digital cellular phones
and overseas. It includes a ROTS
port as well.

Energy-Onix hills its new TeleLink
as "the world's only reliable STL that
utilizes the Internet." TeleLink requires
at least a 128kb/s connection and can
have one studio unit feeding mtltiple
transmitter sites at great distances.

Bext is the exclusive broadcast
resentative for Breezecom (wireless
equipment) and showed a T1 equiv-
alent 2GHz spread -spectrum RF

By far, IBOC digital broadcasting was
on the radio agenda most frequently,
and it was talked about the most at the
many coffee klatches and in exh bitor
booths. While NPR has an official "no
official" position on it, NPR staged a
two-day pre -NAB seminar at its Publ_c
Radio Engineering Conference almost
entirely devoted to IBOC.

Portable recor
By Doug Irwin

For remotes, life is good w
gear is light, and the less of
have, the better. Now, eliminate as
many of the moving parts from eacl
piece as you can, and soon you'll

Circle (121) on Free Info Card or go to www beradio.com
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spend more time thinking about the
quality of your material, instead of
worrying about finicky equipment.

1 11 IB showed the Portadisc MDP50)

minidisc recorder. It has a profession-
al -grade miniclisc transport, and the
unit lx xeas many of the features found
in a rack -mount equivalent, such as
analog and digital I/O and a parallel
remote control.

Marantz ollerod the PMI)-MO. It uses
AIA iype PC cards w flash mem(
cards with an adaptor. Recordings A rt 
saved AS .111112, .11)W1 or .way files

I )(lion is marketing a ponable
()linter it LIR 11:1S11 inemoiy.

I )N 1:201t has Xl.lt I Lilanced inputs and

10 :A unbalanced inputs and outputs.
tionilex has added features to the

Cowie' I Taring is 1M ISSible With a jog

wheel and IA :I) si leen built in.
'lilt handheld Islagra ARFS

played last year. places all hat trans
ix at functions at the user'N lingertips.

Dkgigram also had its version of the
ro:order, the RCX220.

The Orban Opticodec line includes
ore model with an audio recorder, in
addition to its audio encoding and
streaming capabilities.

As is so often the case, broadcasters
continue to benefit from new technol-
ogy brought alxxit by rapid advances
in computing and data storage.

Test
& measurement
By Doug Irwin

The explosive use and integration
of the AES h )rmat in radio broadcast
facilities has prompted several mall
dacillferS to get in the game
building test ecjiiiimient (-spec ally
for Arti signals.

Vane!' hurt minced 1 Ad -

Sow RIPAIS line t ailed

the DTG-1. This uni: is a small digital
waveform generato with AES3/
AFS411) Outputs. Tice audio signals
are switch -sett -cubit -and include sine
waves at sit pre-sa frequencies.

Dorrough .niroduced the TG -10A, a
waveform wrier:ma.- with digital and
analog outputs. With direct digital syn-
thesis, the'f't; -10A gcnennes accurate,
stable and typeatabk !waveforms.

Prism SoLnd has introxIticed the
1) -Scope III digital/malt :ileasure-
ment system . symem uses a lap-

or- other PC lOr the ust r interface.
TI, Neutrik Test Instruments,
cited lac Digilywr DIA, which
s the Minilyzer MU and Minirator

MI. This handheld device mea-
sures and evaluates digital signals.

Audemat has rele: the
the t ipgrat frond 11w estal 'fished line
of RI: quality mearuirement x4s.
Also intrixInced was the t 4oldeneagle,

receiwr that antomati-
t ally monitors the tlu dity and
continuity of up to 41 FM signals.

Fr;ijrriri 'ft irirrjr.:ritr:F;c:C-r-LF1

One Size fits all modular design

Assembles quickly & easily in minutes

Highest quality laminates & wood

World famous Modulux cabinetry

In -stock for immediate delivery

The Modulux Flex -Studio is a complete
modular studio package that can be
configured in dozens of different ways
to meet nearly any studio design. It can
be assembled left or right handed as well
as in all of our standard configurations: Short L, Long
L, and Unbalanced U. Far superior to custom cabinetry. Modulux
engineered studio systems are precision fa;tory mass manufactured.
Quality. strength. durability and appearance ape all improved over custom
built cabinets.

Arrakis Systems inc.Phone:
(970) 224-2248 Web: arrakis-;ystems..cDmbil
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LOOKS LIKE
WE'VE UPSET TH

COMPETITION.
AGAIN.

INTRODUCING

THE ALL NEW

32KD DIGITAL
AUDIO NETWORK

FROM SAS

And really, this should come as no surprise.

Consider our fifteen yeas of indus.ry e9enence designing and

producing intelligent aucio products for radio broadcasting.

Consider our long-stan&rog commitment to listening to your needs

and ideas-and respond ng.

Consider the all new 32KD Digital Audio NEtwork.

This modular, digitol-co-E routing system piccessess more audio,

routes more signals, and provides mo'e user control than any other

system in its class.

At a' given momEn- °sing, mixing, sknal
Jrcessing, IFB. m x-niMus, and more, run

simultaneously wi-hout conflict. And all -his

functionality is Nadi accessible via P( or

iedicated con-ro t c nels-just the vay
you like i-.

For more demi s about the impressive

capabilit es o the 32KD. give L5 a

call o v sl 0)JI web site.

SAS. Doinc lore for radio. Aga*

Circle (124) on = to Card or go to ww.beradio.com.

Core
Reuling System

E

Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels

Digital and Analog
24 Bit I/O

Concurrent Multi -
Channel Switching

15.1/7.1 Surround)

ATM Network
112a4a Linking

Fibre Optic
I nterconnect

25i Channels
in 5RU

SAS
SIERRA

AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

318 840 6749
scsoudio.com



icrophones
By Doug Irwin

dio is discovering the joys of con-
ser microphones. There has been

roliferation of new models over the
amt several years, many of which are in
the price range that can be justified at
a radio station that has already invested

The busy show floor offered a wide array of products to
tempt even the most casual observer.

FUTURE PROOF

ihliook,

ANALOG OR DIGITAL?

i*ASI4215
 Balanced analog and
AES/EBU or S/PDIF I/O

 Four play streams and
one record stream

PCM or MPEG Layer 2

compression

 Independent sample
rates and formats

 Windows and Linux drivers

Need analog today but digital tomorrow? The multi stream ASI4215 sound

card from AudioScience has both. It combines the flexibility of independent

sample rates and compression formats with a choice of balanced analog and

AES/EBU or S/PDIF digital I/O. Combine this with DSP based MPEG compression

for minimal CPU loading and maximum responsiveness. With the ASI4215,

your station automation system is ready for action, now or in the future.

www.aulioscience.com +1-302-324.5333 4/ar
Sound Engineenng

Sonic Excellence
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heavily in its facility and
air chain.

Neumatin displayed
the TLM 103 and the
TLM-193; both relatively
inexpensive condenser
mics. The KMS105, orig-
inalty designed for hand-
held use, was also AxIwn
for on -air use.

AKG has several con-
denser microphones in
its line that arc Within
most radio budgets, in-

cluding the the C4000B and C 4500 -BC.
Audio Technica has an extensive

line of inexpensive condenser mics.
The very inexpensive AT 3525 is
followed by the AT 4047, the AT 4050
and the AT4060 tube.

It' your comfort level lies more in
line with the well-known dynamic
microphone manufacturers, Shure has
the KSM32SL, and Electro-Voice has
the RE1000.

Sennheiser has an extensive line
of wireless microphones, starting
with the 100 Series UHF line up
through the top -of -the -line 5000
Series. Additionally Sennheiser of-
fers the 1000 Series, using digital
modulation techniques.

LBP unveiled the Silent Mic Boom ,

which quiets a traditional design.

Wired audio
transport
By Kent Kramer, CBRE

Orban has entered the audio codec
market with the Opticodec 7000 and
7400. The 7400 is a 2RU codec that
supports a possible six ISDN 'B' chan-
nels depending on the configuration.
The Opticodec 7000 is a portable

codec that supports many of the
same features, but adds a waveform
editor with full tape transport con-
trols and tapeless recording via PC
flash memory cards.

Harris Intraplex showed the Intralink-
IP. Shown last year as a concept
product, the Intralink-IP will ship later
this year. The Intralink-IP provides a
bi-directional audio or data path over
a 10/100Base-T network.

www.beradio.com



FM Antennas
MCC1111.1111 power- circular -polarization

FM AntennasLow power- circular
polsErr-izratiorr

SGP-1 $690 4K -vv GI=' -1 $350 1 .51._w
SGP-2 $2,690 8Kw GP -2 $1,350 3 Kw
SGP-3 $3,595 10Kw G I:" -3 $ 1 ,900 51._w
SGP-4 $4,500 10Kw GP -4 $2,600 6.1.C._vv
SGF'-5
SGP-6

$5,300$6,100
10Kw
10Kw GP -6

$3,150 61..w$3,700 6kw
FM AntennasEducational circular --
polarization.

MP -1
MP -2
MP -3
MP -4
MF'2-4
MP3-5MP3-6

$250
$680$980$1,280
$1,820$2,270
$2,740

0.6Kw
0.8Kw
0.8Kw0.8Kw2Kw

31<w
31cw

Other power configurations contact OMB America

3100 NW 72 Ave # 112

1
Miami, Fl. 33122
Te1:305-477 0974
Fax:305-4770611
ombusa@bellsouth.com

www.omb.com
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Comrex is now shipping the GSM
module for the Matrix codec.

In addition to its other coders, AETA
Audio demonstrated the Scoop E -Z.
The Scoop E -Z has a two -channel
mixer and operates on POTS, ISDN,
GSM and satellite (Inmarsat).

The Telos Zephyr Xstream, Xstream
MX and Xstream MXP were intro- informative discussions.

On -Air Anywhere

Remote
Starts,
Muting,

Tally

2 Stereo Buses
1 Mono Bus

5 Stereo Channels
10 Stereo Inputs

Made in USA

1.610.644.1123  fax: 610.644.8651  uuww.blue5c.com

Or'

A tour of the show floor provided many opportunities for

duceil (see Pick Hits,
page 42). The Xstreain
includes all of the orig-
inal Zephyr functions
and adds new features:
MPEG 2 AAC, IP/EtLer-
net connectivity for re-
ntote control, software
upgrades and aut.l o
streaming and DSP

processing (In the
MX and MXP only)

' _0,

based on the Oftilla
audio processor. The

Xstream is also capable of auto nego-
tiating the algorithm of incoming cdls.

Software Authority presented ver-
sion 5.0 of its Zephyr Remote software.
It also supports the )(Team codecs.
JK Audio showed several prxxii.as

aimed at simplifying remote broad-
casts. The Remote Mix Sport navy
features a wireless telephone inter-
face. Wireless phone zonnections ire
possible for owners of older Remoce
Mix products. The newly introduced
Daptor One converts the headset jack
on a cellular phone to an Ig-11 jack for
connection to any of the Remote M x
interfaces (see Pick Hits, page 42).

Musicam USA, manufacturers of the
CDQPrima codec series, introduced
the Voyager, a POTS other capable of
low delay (100ms) with bi-directiorul
15kHz mono audio at hit rates as low
as 24kb/s. Musicam USA is now the
exclusive North American distrilxior
of the AudioTX Communicator sot -
ware axlec. Operating on any mod-
ern laptop with a sound card, the
AudioTX Communicator can commu-
nicate with any other crxlec via

Audio Processing Technology
showed the full duplex. multi -chan-
nel, multi -algorithm audio coder, the
WorldNet Rio-X2l.

Audio consoles
by Licitly lhotrias,
CSRE, CBNT

KitAz Digital exhilx insole
lines I xtsed on the VAI AS audit) engine.

Logitek's digital attar) console sv-
tems are similar in thai they are luso.'
on a separate audio engine that s

driven by a console -I ke c ontrol s t --
face. The Digital Audio Engine s

Circle (127) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Walter Mossberg
Columnist

The Wall Street Journal

Larry Wilson
President and CEO

Citadel Communications
Corporation

Find Out Where Radio Is Heading
Tune into the hea- and now. The NAB Radio Show - the largest event focused exclusively on
Radio - de ivers tt-e expertise you rely on combined with the technology

yon can't afford to miss.
Exciting and information -packed sessions. Leading -edge exhibitors. Urlimitec one-on-one
networking oppor.unittes. Visionary sp3akers. Pt The NAB Radio Show, ycull discover real -world
solutions for the challenges facing today's radio professionals.

Don't miss your chance to hear from the industry's best, including the Keynote Address by
award-wir ning technology guru and Wall Street Journalcolumnist Waite- Mossberg. Preseniat on of the coveted

THE NAB
National Radio award will also be made to Larry Wilsonat the Radio Lun:-...heo-l.

Register Now for The NAB Radio Show, andPosition Yourself Where You Need to Be - onthe Leading Edge
Septembe- 5-7, 2001
New °dews, LA USA

MB
B!oa,tc;.ctiig on the Internet

New From NAB, a Show Focused on Streaming TechnologiesWhere can you go to discover what streaming can do for your business? NAB Xstream -
where sessions, keynotes and exhibits will show you how to reach your audience on
the Web and boost your bottom line. Held in conjunction with The NAB Radio Show,
NAB Xstream offers two shows in one axpo hall - giving you unprecedented

networking
opporturnts and exposure W.;.1 d range of educatt its.

For more details, or to register, visit
www.nab.org/conventions. Questions? Call 1-800-342-2460
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now networkable over a 1GB optical
fiber and can be networked with up
to 31 additional engines.

Telos Systems was ubiquitous on

Product demonstrations were of great interest to many
show attendees

the radio show floor with the Smart-
Surface studio controller (see Pick

page 40). SmanSurface Ic)oks
like a 16 -channel console, but it's a
control panel for audio routing sys-

tems that have mixing and process-
ing built in, such as the SAS 32000
and 64000 series audio routers and
the Camputer Concepts Epicenter.

Wheatstone, in addition, to high-
lighting its Bridge 2001 Digital Audio
Network Router, showed the A2000
linear audio console, a 23 -channel

modular analog console designed
with flexibility and features of
larger consoles without a larger
price tag.

Wheatstone also highlighted two
new consoles from Auditronics,
the 2600, a 12 -input, modular
analog console that fits tight spac-
es and tight budgets, and the
ALM-12d (amazing little mixer)
digital console, a low-priced, 12
channel digital audio console that
combines the functions of a small
digital audio router and a full -
featured audio console.

larris/Pacific Research & Engineer-
ing had the BMX Digital console.
Designed for large and major -market
installations, it features twice the mix
buses as its analog counterpart.

BMX Digital is available in frame
sizes of 22, 30, or 38 inputs and is
fully modular.

Arrakis Systems displayed its. Revo-
lution audio console, which can op-
erate either as a digital or analog
console. It offers all the standard
busses, muting nd controls in a 12 or
18 -channel mainframe.

LPB agnip showed the Blue 5C
console, which is ideal (or small broad-
cast studio installations.

On the analog side, Radio Sy Items
demonstrated the Millenium consoles.
and Ward -Beck displayed the Renais-
sance R2K console

Digital audio
workstations
By Coniad hautmann, CSRE

Portability was the I)AW trend this
year. Previously, manufacturers raced
in order to beat each other in releas
ing the newest feature. Increases in
sampling rates and additional plug-

Not just another microphone...
A new world order.

The new Studio Projects- Microphones already
won the PAR Excellence Award at the 2000 AES
Show. Simply put, nothing comes close! Starr-
Projects- is a world class microphone design-

utilizing the best current technology has to offer --

Our partner, 797 Audio, takes this technology__

even further to give you a microphone so good,

you simply will not believe your ears, especially

at the price! So look for Studio Projects' at -
your local dealer soon.

=tudioProjects-
( F9

AUDIO GrouP

PMI Audio Group
23773 Madison St., Torrance, CA 90505 USA
toll -free 877 563 6335 fax 310 373 4714
Visit Us Online at www.miaudio.com

T3
Single pattern Multi -pattern Variable -pattern

Cardiod Cardiod, Pad, Filter Tube
List 1299 List $599 List $1099

All models include shockmount and case.

C C3
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ins for processing and effects contin-
ue10 be the competition points. This
year, portable hardware was every-
where. The other major feature many
manufacturers were touting was Win-
dows 2000 compatibility.

Ivkinufactwers such as Digidesy,n
(Pro -Tools) ald Syntrillium (C(iol Edit)
have providA their base software at
reduced cos or even for free, and are
charging a -la -carte for plug -ins and
upgrades as necessary.

In the Sadie4 system software, used
by the RADA, SANE 24-96 and the
Artemis systems, Cart Chunk support
has been added. This allows the ,.,
system to interface to BE's Audio -

vault, BSI's WaveStation, ENCO's
DADpro32, Pristine System's Rapid -
Fire and Scott Studio's SS32.

Sadie added support lir AES31. Also
introduced was the RADiA Platinum.

Fairlight has introduced a Plug -In
Manager, which allows third party
plug -ins to work with their software.

Nk-sliaTouch unveiled the iMediaEdit,
which addresses the need for a low-
mit editor t tat is easy to use. IMedi-
aEdit runs in Win98/NT/2K and uses
any Windows -compatible sound card.
It features single button record, play,
and stop commands using the func-
tion keys at the top of the keyboard.

Interfaces, wire,
cable and routin
By Jun wuzn, C.13f
Interfaces

Sound Devices showed the USBPre
1.5, which takes an analog audio input
and converts it to USB for connecti(
to your lapmp (see Pick Hits, page
40). It also has S/PDIF outputs in case
you'd rathe- record to I)AT. It has
multiple inputs, with two balanced
mic inputs, two balanced line inputs
and two unbalanced tape inputs.

Radio Design Labs (RDD had numer-
ous new offerings including the FP-
MP1 mic pie -amp and the FP-PEQ3
three -band parametric equalizer.

Broadcast Tools debuted several
items: the Tme Sync and Time Sync II
(see Pick llits, page 41), the AVR-H
voice response alarm announcer and
the BOR-4 Box 0' Relays.

SBS introduced a modular rack -
mount system calledclexRack, that
includes mocules for signal conver-
sion, a silence sensor, -and a gain
amp. More modules are being devel-
oped as Well. Also shown was the
Fk.xDA tiaatris distribution amplifier.

Wire, cable and routing
lidden ILAN nrart.ctet.1 its CAlo Me-

diaTvv, ist cable as its annuity pro euct
capableof carrying any signal a radio
station might need to route-slow

and in the Anure. Aso shown was
1)ataTwist, CAT6 cable.

Gepco displayed die 6596 ,..-xiencleci
distance AES3 audio cable, capable of
reliable transmission 61:P/o fltrher than
other types of twisted -pair cable.

Neutrik sh(Aved the EtheiCon rugge-
dized Rl-45 data conineocir, ideal for
harsh and demanding environments.

Wheatstone iisplLyed the Wire-
max studio wiring ir terfa system.

1)eSigned to :Act as a centralized con-
nector interface letween WLeatstoue

Ehilh, it's the best
sounding under-$600

mic on the air...

Is It Still A Secret
Weapon If It's No
Longer A Secret?

NeumannIUSA
TE I. 860.434522  FAX 860.4343148
1.wiw r mannusz com/105onairbe

www.beradic.com
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products to all in attendance.

console.Also shown was the Bridge
2001 router (visit the Demo Room
for more info).

Symetrix discussed its plans in

-001:
A RADIO ODYSSEY

consoles and studio sources, pre-

wired interface cables connect the
console to the WireMax interface
frame, which would most likely be
mounted underneath tip audio

deg eloping the Airl ouls audio rout-
ing system. This moduBfr system
places snialle- rack -mount units
wherever they a:e needed.

Sierra Automated Systecris (SAS)
debuted the 32KD digital audio
routr i Pick Hits. page 40).

processing
riss Scl-e-er, editor

Apnex demonstrated the
2020 Mk II. the successor to
the origirral 2020. now has a
dual -band optical pre -empha-
sis limite,, overshoot -compen-
sated low-pass filters and a dual -
output stereo generator with

NAB 2001 offered an abundance of information and useful RDS interface. Also on display
was the 1100 tube mic preamp.
a two-chznnel mic preamp.

Eventide announced the BD960
profanity aelay rep.aces the BD941/
942 units. It adds the Lbdity to cover
objectionable rnateria with a pre-

reco-ded 'tem, like the old car -

cover systems. Also shown was the
Ed:rse Harmonizer..istich includes
a full complement of ?-tch change,
reve.th anc special effects nrogra:n
presets in -AU.

1.i st year, 1.)T unvei ed the DV? -
F1.1 This yeti :he line has. been
expanded to include the DVILit:AM
anc 9VP.?Web, designed for tne spe-
cific app icat ons Alsip new to the
IDT :ire are the Digital Etta:Kier Plus,
anc FM .sereo generator and Whiter,
the Digital Band Processor, a tour-
barc rrocsor with ad ustable cross-
overs, and the Virtual Voice Proces-
sor. a PET process mic processor.

:r.ovonics introduced tl-e
Ornega_FIV. is a software -based. four -
bard digita audio processor. It in-
clades a stereo generator.

Omina d splayed the Ontnia-6. It
now meets the BS 412-9 for Europe-
an tmnsmisslen standards. Also snown
were the Dinnia-3, emn.a.fn: ar.d
Toolvax nab: processor.

Orban 1 -as release software version
1.3 for the Optimoc: 8400, v..

Since
1979 Mager
Systems has
been designing and
fabricating exquisite
custom studio furniture for the broa cas in ustry nationwide.
Our unique award winning furniture offers true solid wood
premium construction, 3D drawings and design, delivery and
installation. Of course, we still offer our 10 year warranty on
solid surface tops exclusively, that will long out last wood
edges and laminates. Our quality furniture is very
affordable, and can accommodate every
budget from economy to showplace. We
know the broadcast industry is changing
everyday, so, if you haven't looked at
Mager Systems lately, its time you checked to
see what we have new to offer like Turnkey
Prewiring. Call us today and find out why Mager
Systems is the best in sound furniture.

r r rrrr
s- r"\ N4e

The BerA in ;solid Furniture

Designed,

Fabricated.

Delivered

and Installed

41°

0 21602 N. Central Ave., Sui:E

Phoenix, Ariamia 85024

TEL: 623-78C-0045

FAX: 623-78C-98"

www.tnagersysterns.co
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debuted last year. Also shown.was the Optimod PC, a PC
card with all the functions of the Optimod processor. It
will be available later this year.

Symetrix has developed the Air Tools 6100, a 24 -bit
profanity delay. It can handle up to 20.secouds of 20kEz
,stereo audio.

'TC Electronic/TC Helicon demonstrated the TC-Eelicen
VoicePrismPlus Human Voice Mcteling I Format Proce-
,sor. This vocal' processor implements the cqmpan

 e of Voice Modeling technology.

e BE Radio Reporters
Battison is the k him al editor, RF, for BE Radio.

i .ug Irwin is director of engineering, Clear Channel, San
Francisco.

 Hal Kneller is president and chief engineer of Heartland
Broadcasting, and director of engineering for WGCU-FM/
WMKO, Fort Myers, FL.

 Kent Kramer is engineering manager for Big City Radio, I

Angeles.
 Jim Paluzzi, Ph. D., is general manager of Boise Radi,

Boise. ID.
 Barry Thomas is president of Media Systems Design, Los

Angeles.
 Conrad Trautmann is vice president of engineering for

Westwood One, New York City.

Every Stalioo's Favorite

El UP Instant Shelter'
Sets Up In Seconds!

 Perfect for Remotes & Event Promotions

 No Tools, Ropes or Assembly  Custom Graphics

 Designer Colors  Various Models & Sizes Available

International E -Z UP, Inc.
1601 Iowa Avenue. Riverside. CA 92507

Voice (909) 781-0843  Fax (909) 781-0586  www.ezup corn

800 -45 -SHADE (800-457-4233)

MJSiCMUSiCMUSiC inc. presents

BBC.
IN CONCERT SERIES
Legendary live performances
recorded by the BBC

The Power of the BBC
on Your Web Site

30 years
of

music. history
Virtually at your fingertips

Choose any show
from the classic

1971
Led Zeppelin
performace

to recent engagements
by the likes of

Alanis Morrisette
or

Radiohead
Tailor your shows

to fit your audience's
preference

Maximize
the popularity

of your web site
The

possibilities
are

endless

Geri Rockslein
Manager, Broadlca$t Services

geriumusicmu5,icriusic.com
phone 1-87 7-874-091 1

www.musicmusicmusic.con

prOrrd Ivy
riutoemasionsuero 4n0.

MSC were re rtse hose sr teed. sertret et the
P.111.1111, 1,5 CO,(1.PlYtn se sre mere/ Mit Idcnce.

WIC Oogs SC 1151. aaaaaa , MC Meer /side
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PICK). H,ITS 

SKINING ST. )IRS 

Reported by Cindy Holst, associate editor 

Each r at NAB, 10 Pick Hit winners are selected by a panel of professionals working in eld. All 

are ustry experts. All selections were made independent of the magazine's editorial staff. uality 
of the iudging ensures each trophy winner meets the criteria of providing an innovctive produ hat 

addresses a significant issue in radio technology. These 10 products outshone the rest at NAB2 1. 

For complete rules governing the Pick Hits selection process, see page 68. 
The list of judges can be found on page 43. 

Mixing control surface 
Telos Systems 

V Smart Surface: A control system designed to exploit the 
capabilities of mixing/routing engines and computer - 

based audio applications. Bearing a slight resemblance to 
traditional on -air consoles, SmartSurface provides many 

familiar controls to operators, 
while providing new functions. 

By integrating management of 
most devices used in the radio 

studio during on -air or production activities, near -com- 
plete control is provided for mixing. routing, playback, 

recording, editing, phone control, remote (codec) opera- 
tion and more. 

2 1 6-24 1 -7225; fax 216-241-4103 
www.telos-systems.com; i nfo@telos-systems. corn 

Circle (209) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com 

Mic interface for computer audio 
Sound Devices 

A USB- 
Pre 1.5: A complete, por- 

table audio interface for hard disk 
recording. Designed for USB- 
equipped Windows and Mac OS 

computers, USBPre 1.5 adds S/PDIF 
input and output to Sound Devices' USBPre Digital Audio 

Interface. USBPre 1.5 includes all the connections required for 
24 -hit audio acquisition with notelx)ok or desktop computers. 

Features include: two active -balanced microphone preampli- 
fiers with 48V phantom power, 24 -bit A/D converters, instru- 

ment 1)1, line -level inputs, front panel level metering, with 
headphone monitoring of both analog source and computer 

audio. USBPre is completely bus pov.. erect, eliminating batter- 
ies or external power supplies. 

608-524-0625; fax 608-524-0655; 
www.sounddevices.com; infogsounddevices.com 

Circle (208) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com 
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Maser clock systems
Broadcast Tools

Time Sync and Time Sync II: Featuring an
SIG LED andrelay, furnished as fail-safe for either
lass of satellite or power and invalid time, the Time Sync
provides three separate GPS time referenced outputs. The
first SPDT relay pulses once every 15 minutes. These times are pingrz.mmec for 13:00, 28:00, 43:00 and 58:00after each hour.
The second SPDT relay pulses at the top of the hour. The final output is an open collector with a 100 ms pulse everysecond. The
Time Sync II provides four separate GPS time referenced outputs. The first three are identical to the Time Sync; the forth output
is a 4800 -baud, RS -232 serial port providing Mt time in t IH:MM:..SS format. Both units are supplied with a Garmin 12-channel GPS

receiver witt embedded artenna. The receivers are supplied with a15-fnot cable, longer cable lengtIvs up to 106 feet may he used.

Time Sync 11 is equipped with an optional RS -485 receiver input, allowing up to 100() -foot separation from the receiver.
877-250.5575

fax 360-854-9479
www.Eroadcasttools.com
bti@broadcasttools.com
Circle (202) on Free Info card

or go -o www.beradio.com

Condenser microphone
PM! Audio Group

Cl: A cardioid-
only, large diaphagm
mic, the Cl is one of
three Studio Projects
microphones avail-
able through PMI.

:74 The Cl is a transfor-
merless mic with FET
impedance convert-
ers, touting good
common anode rejec-
tion and RF interfer-
ence prevention. The
capacitor element is
of the center elec-
trode design, provid-
ing an even frequen-
cy response over
20Hz to 20kHz. Dy-

namic feedback
at the capaci-

tor element
is a tech-
nique that

eliminates distortion at
high sound niessule levels. The capac-
itor membrane is 6 micron mylar, gold -
sputtered. with its voltage polarized
by the application of phantom power.

877-563-6335
fax 310-373-47-4
www.pmiaudio.com
sales@pmiaudio.com

Circle ;205) on Free Info Card
or goto www.beradio.com

Studio
Projects

C 1
Condenser

www.beradio.com

Still compromising
with a 'standard' Cardioid? 111

\`1111Pki
1:311213:11M11033

TYPE 4011 CARDIOID MICROPHONE

Award winning technical performance

Highest SPL handing

Widest frequency range

and much, much more...

Never compromise on quality.
Visit dpamicrophones.cc'm

DPA Microphones / TGI North America Inc.
335 Gage Ave. Suite #1 Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 5E1

Tel: (519)745-1158 Fax: (519)745-2364 Toll Free Dealer Faxlirte: (800)525-7081

e-mail: ingLi-ies@tgina.com Literature requests litplease@tgina.com

Circle .134) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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ISDN transceiver
Telos Systems
V Zephyr Xstream: The
newest member of the
Zephyr family of ISDN co-
decs, Zephyr Xstream in-

troduces .MPEG4
AAC-ID coding, the
newest compression
algorithm from MP3
inventor Fratinhofer
Labs, for Layer -3 au-
dio qualitywithtrans.
mission times so km.
Zephyr Xstream is
fully trackward-corn-
pranble with the orig-
inal Zephyr. Zephyr
Xstream is a rack -

mount -style transceiver specially designed for
use with a single ISDN line or other low -Nitrate transtnission

paths. Two -channel flexibility over a single ISI)N circuit or two
synchronous links can be used to transmit and receive 20kHz stereo
audio to and fr( )m a single kwation, or two mono channels to and from
separate I( wail( is.

216-241-7225; fax 216-241-4103
www.telos-systems.com; i nfo@telos-systems.cam

Circle (210) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Wireless telephone adapter
JK Audio

111. Dapter 011e This little black box converts the 2.5mm
headset jacK on your cell phone to a modular jack. This
RJ-11 jack connects directly io any JK Audio
RemoteMixseries mixers. You will ee'sv"we

wcontinue tc use your ,Aeadse'
yacv.

wireless
phone to 9.i.,,0,mooe

dial or an-
swer the
call, but
you will use
the micro-
phone and
headphoies
plugged into your RemoteMix during the call. Raptor
One does not require any batteries or power supply. It
contains a mini hybrid circuit that converts the earpiece
and micropione signals into a balanced RJ-11 phone line
signal. Mic signals from the RemoteMix are sere into the
wireless phone, while the earpiece signalsistrom the
wireless phone are sent into the RemoteMix Head-
phones. 111. hybrid ci rru it minimizes crosstalk between
transmit a n. I receive.

800-552-8346; fax 815-786-8502
www.jkaudio.com; info@jkaudio.com

Circle (204) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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PROPHET
uu

5)f'1/

-

PROPHETPROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations
877/ 774-1010
www.prophctsys.com
sales@prophetsys.com

SYSTEMS
w -f41 tirr

Or-

INNOVATIONS

NexGen
Wel II FM II

Another NexGen Digital System is Installed.
What do Clear Channel,
CBS/Infinity, Sirius Satellite
Radio, and the largest private
group of stations in Mexico
have in common?

NexGen Digital.

What sets Prophet Systems apart from our competitors?

Our attitude towards service and support!

NexGen Digital, the latest generation in a long line of
cutting -edge digital audio systems.

Circle (135) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Bud Aiello, CBNT
Director of Engineering
Technology
National Public Radio
Washington, DC

Mark Humphrey, CPBE
Chief Engineer
WPLY-FM/VVPHI-FM
Philadelphia

Doug Irwin
Director of Engineering
Clear Channel San Francisco
San Francisco

Andy Laird, CPBE
V1' Radio Engineering
Journal Broadcast Group
Milwaukee

Jeff Littlejohn, CBRE
VP Engineering Services
Clear Channel Communications
Cinrinn,iti

?IC
Digital remoi9, data link
Moseley Associates

Aries 4005: The high spectral e=ciency ofAries
400S allows users to send 64 kbrxs -br = 2B krili data

over narrow bandwidth 20 kHz or741Htz chAinels. An industry standard \ -.35 interlace provides a seamless connection to an ISI/N 

,codes or data multiplex. A built it 200 to 961- DO bps service channel is ready to connect to yo_ir remotecontrol. OptionaLIMAG

LII audio modules facilitate the tra7.1sraiisior. of stereo or mono audio over the link. Features include a frequency range of 330MHz

to 512MHz, RF occupiedbandwidii 25k1-:1-- and 50kHz, user

'data rates of 6kbps and 128k11._, and noclulatIbn type
32QAM, 16QAM,QPSK. Additiond feattafts i-Elude MR female
and XLR male audio input connects r a--MPIIN, Layer II Option
and a dynamic range 90dB static eincldericiet'oder

805-968-9621; fax E105-685-6638
www. moseleysb. com ; ink©rose eysb.com
Circle (206) on Free Info Card onso .o www.3aradio.com

The Pick Hits Judges
Wired Smith
V kaaiio Eagineer.ing

Me..:1 a

E.tit"Brunswidk, NJ

Lots Sturgeon, CPBE
C.ertcr of brigineering
C2ar ChanacfsBaltimort,
BEIknore

Bleary D. Thomas, CSRE
P -2 -dent
Masi a Systems Design

Argeles

Sc* Whitclinb
1...recter of Eroadcact
E- bheerinE.
Afetiva:e
S_ atlr

Mc comp/etc rules can be
farad on paw 68.

pw

Case.' tt:
50 YEARS OF CASE AND PACKAGING SOLUTIONS

Protecting valuable equipment is what we do

WI ether your application calls for one enclosure ur 111.00", t
car support your engineered needs. Consider this:

 We offer prote, tire ca.:s in deep dr,1%1 11 .111.1010111111 or
thermoformed Ind rota -molded. polymers.

 C115(0111 or stuck, we ler many products oil the shelf.

 We hale .1 team of engineers to help bring VOW' Concert (0
IC.1111 I

1-800-547-3960 www.zerocases.com

Circle (136) on Free ludo Card or go to www.beradio.com

Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?

 Front Panel Display
 Site -to -Site Control
 16 - 64 Channels
 Studio Control with Flex6k

Communications

 85 Sites
 8 - 256 Channels / Silt
 Built-in Macros

 Single Site Solution
 16 Channels
 Built-in Macros

ARC -16

GSC-3000

VRC-2500

Burk is proud to add the
GSC-3000 & VRC-2500 to
our product line, giving
you more choices with our
continued high level of
support.URK

Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.com

www.burk.com

www.beradio.com

CI -cle (137) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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ble Mast
erves

Multiple Vehicles!
Complete line
of mast and

pan -and -tilts,
all applications

Hilomast
Rapid Deployment Unit

 Extends up to 40 feet
 Easily clamps to the vehicle's gutter or

to a vehicle roof rack.
 Vehicle weight holds the foot of the

mast in place.

Enjoy the benefits of a telescoping pneumatic mast
without making it a permanent feature. Carry the
mast on the roof. Quickly erect upon reaching
desired location.

Contact Jim Osborne for competitive pricing.
j osbome0,aoa-gps.com

ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.
Tel: (805) 495-8420  www.aoa-gps.com

Circle (488) on FreeInfo Card{'
or go to www.beradio.com

\AB200-1:

/fed steady-state ligh
Dialight

LED Obstruction Light:
Resists aircraft -induced vibra-
tion and uses 12.5W. Using
I )ialight's high -flux LEI) tech-
nology, the 860 Series
exceeds the FAA's intensity
specification for an L-810 light
and can meet its -55°C tem-
perature re( uiirment, Anop-
tically designed glass lens provides 360° visibility at
70 cd. Pnwides transient protection and earth -grounding
features in a self-contained wiring compartment.

732-223-9400; fax 732-223-8788
www.dialight.com; infoOdialight.com

Circle (203) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Digital audio routing switcher
Sierra Automated Systems

ill 32K1): Performs
switching, mixing, DSP,IFB
and mix -minus functions
using the SAS DTDM bus
architecture. Fiber-optic
interfaces allow multiple
mainframes to be linked.
Supports analog and digi-
tal inputs and outputs on
selectable connector pan-
els. System handles serial

data and provides contact closures
through a GPI. Various control panels are available.

818-840-6749; fax 818-84046751
www.sasaudio.com; salesOsasaudio.com

Circle (207) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Voice editing system
Audion Laboratories

Vox Pro PC: PC version includes such features as: a re-
sizable sound window
that displays 7 to 15
seconds of a recording,
ability to ) imp( )rt and ex-

port .WAV, RIFE
NIP3 and other

file mats.,
unlimited
undo, un-
limited hot

keys. Runs on any I'entium II or higher. Win98.1MFJ2K.
206-842-5202; fax 206.842-6029; www.voxpro. net

Circle (201) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Wlien the green light was
given for the Omaha sta-
tions owned by Waitt Ra-

dio to relocate to a new facility, there
was an abundance of ideas and work,
but not time. Maintaining the current
facilities, and planning and building
the new facilities, is a problem that
many facilities face. From the begin-
ning, it was decided that the new
facilities would be functional and still
he a showcase.

Omaha is Arbitn)n-ranked 79" in
market size. While not a large market.
this installation shows that large mar-
ket ideas and methmls can be carrier
out in smaller markets.

There are six stations in the facility
KQKQ-FM Sweet 98, KZFX-FM The
Fox, KCTY-FM The City, KKAR-AM
News/Talk, KAZP-AM ESPN Radio
and KOIL-AM Radio Disney. There

www.beradio.com

By Chriss Scherer, editor

Eleven studios for six stations
- in three months?

No prol?lem.

are a total of 11 studios, including six
air studios, four production studios
and one general-purpose studio. Extra
space was allowed, including a Kx)m
for a future studio. The stuciai are
built around a central newt --gather-
ing and continuity/pnxluction area.

Before the move, the studio occu-
piecl several locations around Omaha.
This project consolidated the opera-
tions. What is truly remarkable alx)ut
this installation is that the con-m.ction
project was completed in oily three
months. This was possible through
careful planning and by cffitient use
of outside services, like those. of sys-
tem integrator RDA Systems

Project preparation
The new studio building was for-

merly occupied by a cable tympany
which helped because electrical ser-

The control rooms i a.t ai filar layouts but are
customized for each Indy dial station.

vice was already in place. Satellite
dish clearances-both plysical and
zoning-were already okay. As a bo-
nus, a generator and So.a transformer
(power balancing) wzre already in-
stalled in the building.

An added benefit of le facility loca-
tion is that it is on the main road
through cl.)wntown On-dia. This pro-
vides easy visitor access and provides
a high -visibility locati Mn. The studios
occupy a three-story building. The

June 2)01 BE Radio 45



Wait Radio
rack room and generator are on
the first floor. Operations and
news offices, and the studios are
on the second floor. Administra-
tion and sales offices are on the
third floor.

To speed the construction time, the
project was prewired by RDA Systems
in St. Louis. The RDA Systems pre -

wiring services, called Pre -Comple-
tion, allowed the bulk of the wiring and
furniture preparation to be done be-
fore it was delivered to the studio site.
Construction could begin in Omaha
while cables were prepared and termi-
nated in St. Louis. This process has the
added benefit that building contractors
and broadcast engineers are not in
each other's way as the work progress-
es. It took seven weeks to prewire the
racks in St. Louis.

Once the facility walls were com-
pleted, the equipment, furniture and
prewired systems were delivered, and

Audioarts R-60 consoles are tt e center of all le
control rooms.

the process of putting all tie nieces
together began. Some of the equip-
ment in the facility was purcaased
new for the move. Some equipment
was brought from the former studio
locations and re -installed. The instal-
lation took five weeks.

In the rack room
The master control room consists of

10 racks, with a 16 -foot long main
distribution wall. A six -server, 16 -

workstation AudioVault automation
system is housed in master control.
Master control is also equipped with
an SAS 64000 routing switcher, most
of the air chain equipment, tele
phone systems, 13 distribution amps.
and eight satellite receivers. A sepa-
rate room, located near the base of
the on -site tower, houses two racks

World Class FIVI transmitters
We at Armstrong constantly strive to bring you the best
RF products, the best 24/7 support and the best prices
...because you deserve nothing less!

In our "T" series, we combined the best of both worlds:
Stability and simplicity of grounded -grid PA design with
the high efficiency of a tetrode. The result is a state-of-
the-art FM transmitter line with world -class performance.

"T" Series with the grounded -grid tetrode. Available only
from Armstrong at 20, 25 and 30kW power levels.

A ARMSTRONG
Total RF Systems Solutions

Marcellus, NY Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972
e-mail: sales©armstrongtx.com

wkh sn. transmitters and
RPU receivers. This was
done to reduce the length
of the coaxial feed be-
cause audio wire is cheap-
er than coaxial cable and
is easier to route. Also,
audio signals do not suffer
the same losses over dis-
tance as RF signals.
All Audio Vault, SAS

router, distribution amp
and satellite wiring was
brought out to the main

distribution wall and punched to
Krone 6639 termination blocks.
The master control room layout
did not afford as much space on
the main distribution wall as RDA
and the stations' engineers want-
ed, but the Krone have twice the
wiring density of a standard 66
block, while occupying the same
footprint. The Krone blocks also
have an added feature of a built-in
patching capability. A special
jumper can he inserted to either
bridge or break the i()n.

I'ROJ [CT PARTICIPANTS

Owner: Wait Radio
Architect: HGM Associates
System Integrator: RDA Systems
General Contractor: Divercon

MEM

3

411Im

I

4
11.

Circle (139) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Master control has 10 equipment
racks. The first five contain station
broadcast equipment, with each rack
being dedicated to a particular station.
KAZP and KOIL share a rack. These
racks also contain common equip-
ment such as the SAS router, satellites
and DAs. The last five racks house all
of the AudioVault equipment.

EQUIPMENT LIST
360 Systems Shortcut, Tascam

122MKII cassette, Tascam
MD -301 minid sc, Denon
DN72OR cassezte

Audioarts R-60 (8), Fidelipac
Dyramax (1), Autogram
Pacemaker (1) consoles

Audiometrics, Audioarts SDA-
8600 distribution amps

Benchmark HPA-1 headphone
amps

Broadcast Electronics AudioVault
playback systems

Broadcast Tools 6).1 switcher
Coolecit Pro DAW
Denon DN951-FA CD players
Electra -Voice Electro-

Voice ND -27, Sennheiser
MD421 microphones

Eventide BD980 p-otanity delay
Gentner TS -612 telephone system

and Gentner DH -20 hybrids
IBL 4208A, Yamaha NS -10M

speaker non:hors
Krone 6639 punch blocks
Lowell equipment racks
Mager Systems furniture
Marti STL-10, Mari CR-10,

Moseley PCL606, Moseley
PCL-6000, Intraplex T-1, QEI
Catlink STUPRU systems

Musicarn USA CDQ Prima, Telos
Zephyr codms,. Plc Audio
Remote Mix

Eventide 1-13000, 1' uti,tha SPX 9(X)
effects ;.)rix

Sierra Automated ..%,,teitts 64000
routing switc Ix t

Symetrix 528 mot prcx essors
Burk ARC -16, Moseley MRC-

I 620 am
monk (ra isniiihT remote
«.ntrol,
to-ak 1 li .\ ti,in Cable Tray

,,.p, r I(11.):1( AES 8 -pair
c 111)( 5526EZ single
pair ALS ..11,1e, (Iepco
5596EZ single -pair AES cable,
Calico 1)55961Z dual -pan uip
AES

Berk-Tec 2', pan CATS cable
(lark Wire ('atilt' control cahle

Born free.

RemoteM.x
Phone Lire Jack

Wireless Phone
Headset Jack

Raptor One
Audio Interface

JK Audido"

ANS,
iliONRemote broac casts over a cell ph: ne? No problem. Th s little )lack

box converts the 2.5mm headset jack on your cell phone to a

modular RJ--1 jock, which car sects dire:tly to aiy JK hudio
RemoteMix series mixer. Use your wireless pone to d al or at swer

the call - us? the microphone and hmdphcnes plugged into your

RemoteMix during the call. It's never been so easy to be so f ee. Remo7eMix Series

JK Audio Toll Free (USA 8, Canada 800-552-8346  NAB Booth R1833
Tel: 815-786-2929  Fax 815-786-8502  www.jkaudio.com

REMOTE BROADCAST GEAR

Circle (140) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Where do You Need
to Record Today?

With Sound Devices USBPre,
the World is Your Recording Studio

You've imagined that someday. someone would build

a small, simple box that does everything needed for

hard disk recording. That day is here.

Introducing USBPre. Very big performance in a very

small package. It is unquestionably the easiest and

most direct digital audio interface for your computer.

Plug the USEPre into your Mac or PC's USB port with

SOUND
DEVICES

one cable and you're ready. Start recording. Start

streaming. Start ripping!

Features hiclude: 24 -bit ND converters, two channels

of studio quality mic preamps, 48-vot phantom,

high -impedance low -noise instrument DI. line inputs.

headphone monitoring. all powered by your computer.

For detailed product information visit us at our web site.
www.sounddevices.com or call (608) 524-0625.

www.sounddevices.com

WVIW beradio ccnt

Circle (141) on Frae Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Waitt Radio

Ten racks face the distribution wall. Most of
these racks were prewired by RDA Systems
before being shipped to Omaha.

These racks each have a
20 -amp service. The Audio -
Vault servers also have re-
dundant power supplies that
are fed from their own UPS.
This extra precaution makes
sense, since the on -air play-

back system is a crucial component
of the on -air operations.

Each on -air studio has a 6x1 switcher.
The outputs feed the audio processing
and sn. link for Each station. The
switcher inpu-s are the respective stu-
dio console program output, studio
console audition output, and the three
outputs from he AudioVault. One sta-
tion carries the Disney format, and it

has the three
AudioVault out-
puts summed
into one switch-
er input, since a
console is not
needed during
most of the auto-
mated program-
ming schedule.

The 6x1 switcher
connections are
extended to
punch blocks on

the distribution wall. For additional
flexibility, the Krone blocks include a
patching function, so anything can be
routed into a station's airchain.

In addition to the spare inputs on the
SAS router, a tieline feed is routed
back to each control room (as a con-
sole input) from the rack room, so any
source can also be patched directly
into a console as needed. As installed,
the SAS router has a capacity of 128
mono inputs and 128 mono outputs.
Additional capacity is available.

The stations' STLs are RF links with
equalized phone lines for backup.

The studios
In all but two small production

rooms, new Audioarts R-60 consoles
were installed. Other standard studio
equipment included CD and mindisc
players, cassettes, Cybex KVM ex-
tenders for the AudioVault, Symetrix
528 mic processors, and RDA Sys-

p.m.mmosommummommimmmmmomm==mmmma
Is your radio station r
the C-5/GE-8 switch?
All C-5 programming will stop by

March 2001

Let Satell to Export prepare you for the
upcoming digita conversion with our
complete Patriot Antenna package.
Program providers recommend a solid
antenna, with a minimum size of 3.8
meters to' best reception. The Patri
Antenna is 2' compliant and will not wa
like most mesh or fiberglass dishes.
Upgrade your station with the BEST -

PLL LNBs C -Band Feeds

Satellite Export & Engineering, Inc.
704 Nortn Clark Street, Albion, MI 49224
800.470.3510  517.629 5990  517.629 6690 fax

COMMERCIAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS

www.sepatiot.com..info@ e_atnot.com

limmwrnmenimmmmmmmimimimmimmmool
Circle (142) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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to the console or the
routing switcher.

The furniture was built
by Mager Systems. All
the studios have the
same general layout,
but each room has cer-

The production rooms also serve
as back-up control rooms.

tems Custom Interconnect Panels.
Each studio has an interconnect

panel for additional I/O connections.
There is also one in the rack room.
These panels are ideal for occasional
connections or last-minute hookups.
Each panel has several input and
output connectors and can connect

All the stations have a central
remote control point located in the

continuity/call screener area.

Matt u
tain custom elements influenced by
station needs and room configura-
tion. One unique feature on the con-
sole is the recessed switches for the
guest mic positions. The water-resis-
tant switches are mounted into bev-
eled openings, so they are out of the
way from anything placed on the
counter surface.

Thanks to the following people for the
assistance in preparing this article: Darwin
Stinton, chief engineer, Waitt Omaha; Mike
Hendrickson, director of engineering, Waitt;
John Nielsen, assistant chief engineer; Kerry
Petersen, Audio Vault engineer; Joe Raftery,
Project manager, RDA Systems.

More photos of Waitt Omaha can be seen
in the Studio Spotlight.

O

The Online
Radio Technology Leader

rriTur-r: Fr -I -Fr r

5,10, & 15 channel models

Fully DC Controlled for Reliability

Ultra -high Audio Performance

Easy Connectorized Installation

Telephone Mix -Minus

Arrakis Systems inc.
Phone: (970) 224-2248 Web:

IP

''''''', ,9 Ar77tZ,
... #  . 4. .r .- 0 #

/ / /
1200-15S

$4,495

The 1200 series of radio broadcast consoles

1230-5S were engineered and built for the challenges of

the new millennium. High performance electronic design

makes the 1200 console transparent to the best digital source audio. Only the

highest quality components are used throughout such as P&G faders, and ITT

Scnadow switches. The 1/8" hardened aluminum chassis with epoxy paint

and solid oak trim will make the 1200 attractive for years to come. A

rugged design, the 1200 is ideal for On Air, Production, & News
applications.

$2,495

arrak s-systens.com

Circle (143) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com
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It Works

Ad insertion
By Ken Nose

Ad insertion systems address the problem of match-
ing advertisers with an audience when broadcast-
ing on the Internet. In the simplest terms, current ad

insertion systems take the existing station audio, interrupt
it, and replace it with new content for the Internet
audience. The people who listen to a radio station on the
air hear one set of ads, and listeners on the Internet hear
another set of ads. Ad insertion systems are designed to
work with your radio station as is for the most part, so you
don't have to dedicate any studio resources to program-
ming a separate Internet feed.

Stream
Server

Ad File
Server

(2)

listener

Internet

(1) Player receives live on -air stream.

(21 Player disconnects from live stream, plays ad file.

(3) Player reconnects to live on -air stream.

Ad insertion systems can take existing station audio, interrupt it, and replace it with new content.

In operation, an ad insertion system gets cues from
station automation software so that it knows when the
start and end of an advertisement block takes place. The
ad insertion system can then switch over at the start of
an advertisement block and substitute ads for the Internet
audience in the place of the local on -air ads. The system
has the smarts to queue up ads that fit exactly within the
time available for the ad block, and to do so in a way that
the Internet listener doesn't suffer from rough transitions
into and out of the inserted ads.
Managing smooth transitions between the live station

audio stream, the stored ad files, and back to the live

stream is one of the biggest technical hurdles that ad
insertion systems have to deal with. In some vendors'
systems, the ad substitution happens entirely in the audio
domain. In this case, the ad insertion system is typically
a piece of hardware located at the radio station that takes
a feed of the station audio and receives control informa-
tion from the station automation software. It is basically
a smart audio switcher that stores the Internet -only ads
locally and has some intelligence of its own in selecting
which ads to play. Its output is an audio feed of the
station's on -air signal with different ads for the Internet

audience dropped in at the appropri-
ate times. Because it is typically a self-
contained piece of hardware, timing
of transitions can be exact so that the
Internet listener always hears smooth
segues between the stored ads and
the station audio.

Other systems work entirely in the
software domain, like the example in
the diagram. The client software used
by the listener plays the stream of your
station audio normally, and then switch-
es to playing replacement ads from
stored files when instructed to do so by
the ad insertion system. When the
replacement ad files are done playing,
the client software reconnects back to
the live radio stream. Because the
client must switch between sources,
and the stored ad files may come from
anywhere on the Internet, the issue of
lining up the replacement ads on top of
the station's audio becomes trickier.
Unpredictable network latencies in
retrieving ad files, and in reconnecting

to the live stream when the ad files are done playing, make
it more difficult to maintain smooth transitions.

Most of the big name players don't currently provide a
mechanism for switching between sources without some
interruption in the audio. Software -based ad insertion
systems use different mechanisms on both the server and
player sides to address this shortcoming. Some ad inser-
tion systems have the listener download additional
software that does local ad caching, or uses mechanisms
for pre -buffering ads at the server to minimize delays
switching between the files and the live stream.
Ken Nose is chief software architect of NeoSonic Industries, Cleveland.
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AIM -12d: Combines the
functions of a router and an on -air audio console into one
package. The ALM-12d lets any input source be routed to
any fader or monitor pot. Features include twelve faders
plus two caller faders, four mic preamps, control room
and studio monitoring, and built-in cue speaker and
headphone amp w/concealed output jack. A comple-
ment of high -end features includes bright LED dot-matrix
source displays above faders and monitor pots, and
24 -bit A/D and D/A inputs and outputs. Its AES3 inputs
have sample -rate converters, enabling them to work
with virtually any digital source. Up to eight external
source machines can be controlled via channel on/off
switches (all opto-isolated). The dual -fader phone chan-
nel's caller tools generate automatic mix -minuses, and
any of the console's four mix -minuses can be pro-
grammed to he pre- or post -fader.

252-638-7000; fax 252-637-1285
www.auditronics.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Circle (224) on Free Info Card or gc to www.beradio.com

Remote off -air- monitoring
Audemat

GOt DENEAGLE

A Goldeneagle FM: Goldeneagle FM is a multiple -FM
receiver that automatically monitors, in real time, the
quality and continuity of up to 40 FM signals. Use the
Goldeneagle FM to check RF, modulation, audio, SCA
level, analog and digital input; visualize the RF level of
the complete local FM baseband with the 3D scanning
module software; record and store measurements and
events with the built-in PC; receive alarms (relays,
e-mail); and to communicate with the unit via Internet
Explorer in order to: check levels, listen to the audio or
download the event log (measurements, alarm etc.).
Suitable for networks of any size.

866-AUDEMAT; fax 703-433-5452
www.audemat.com; info@audemat.com

Circle (223 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Transmitter
Armstrong Transmitter
Transmitter LCD controller: This multi -purpose tool
stores the last minutes of data from all transmitter

control enhancement

parameters. Non-volatile storage is continuously updated,
giving an accurate record of the last minute of operation.
This is designed to minimize trouble -shooting time in the
rare event of an alarm or failure. In the event of a main
controller failure, the LCD controller takes control of
transmitter serving as a back-up to the main transmitter
controller. An internal modem allows the LCD controller
to dial out to alert of a fault condition. It can also be used
for remote control and data acquisition. The LCD
display screen allows instant access to all readings and
functions. Software provided with the transmitter
allows you to dial into the LCD to verify the transmitter's
operation, to receive detailed current readings or to
review the last moments of operation before an alarm
or fault condition.

315-673-1269; fax 315-673-9972
www.armstrongtx.com; sales ( armstrongtx.com

Circle (221) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of
Liquid/Air

Terminations
are quickly becoming

the choice of
"Chief Engineers"

for testing, adjusting
and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE TEST EllUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway. Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.co-n
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Audio interface boxes
Sonifex

A Redbox Series: New Redboxes include three stereo matching amplifiers for interfacing domestic or semi-
professional unbalanced equipment, such as a CD player, to professional balanced line levels: RB-UL1 single
unbalanced to balanced converter, RB-UL2 dual unbalanced to balanced converter, and RB-UL4 quad unbalanced
to balanced converter, in 1RU. The RB-MA1 single microphone amplifier consists of a low -noise microphone pre-
amplifier for converting mic-level signals to line level, or for driving long lines from microphones to mixing equipment.

The RB-SM1 single stereo to mono
converter converts a fully buffered
and balanced mono line output from
a stereo input. The RI3-SD1 silence
detection unit is used to monitor an
unattended stereo studio feed. Re-
mote inputs and outputs can be used
to signal alarm conditions and to
control the unit. The secondary input
signal can either be in the form of a
recorded message or a previously
recorded program.

207-773-2424; fax 207-773-2422
wvAv.independentaudio.com
info@independentaudio.com

Circle (230) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

control is good.
IP2 is better.

"1 raw
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Now you can monitor and control multiple RS -232 and

logic devices from anywhere in the world, using any web

browser or telnet client. Connec: via local or wide -area

network, modem, or the Internet. P2port is your complete

remote control solution in one reliable, easily -configured

rack mount unit.

DIGIGRAM INC
TEL: +I 703 875 9100 0 FAX: +1 703 875 9161

E-MAIL: INPUT@DIGIGRAM.COM 0 WWW.)IGIGRAM.COM Di
NETWORKING SOLUTIONS FOR DIGITAL AMMO AND REMOTE MANAGENIENT g gram

Stereo STL

E n ergy-O n ix

TeleLink: The system consists of an
enhanced encoder and decoder that
permit wideband, reliable transmis-
sion over the Internet using a wide-

band, dedicated connection to and
from the Internet. Broadcasters use
the free highway to deliver a noise-

free stereo program with stereo
22kHz response. The only operating
cost of this system is the charge
associated with the wideband Inter-
net connections. The decoder of the
TeleLink contains smart system,
which in the event of an Internet
overload or server overload, will
reset the equipment in five seconds.
If audio is not present within 20
seconds, a local pre-recorded fill

from the internal hard drive will
serve as the program, and an appro-
priate pager will be notified. The
TeleLinkh ardware consists of two
computers with software designed
for the Internet.

888-324-6649: fax 516-758-1476
www.energy-onix.com

energy-onix@energy-onix.com
Circle (227) on F r

or go to www.b(
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Internet player

RCS
iSelector: A fully branded Internet player

that harnesses the smarts of Selector with the
power of the station's listeners. This software is
not just another web -based product to stream
music, this is a true extension of the radio
station. ISelector lives right on the listener's
desktop allowing him to listen while he works.
Selector creates a playlist for each listener based on the radio station s Selector. The _is:ener communIcates
with iSelector while he listens by hitting iSelect buttons, which let the listener customize and s lape the
sound of the station. The longer the
listener spends with iSelector, the
better the station gets. When the
station adds new music to its Selector,
the new songs appear in iSelector-
just like the format. ISelector gives
the station ad insertion technology
and shows the sponsor's banner syn-
chronized to the audio commercial.

914-428-4600; fax 914-428-5922
www.rcsworks.com; info 4 rcsworks.com

Circle (234) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

Ad distribution/media asset
management
FastChannel Network
adDIRECT: A service for the distri-
bution and management of print
advertising, adDIRECT offers such
features as free 24 x 7 technical
support; assistance with PDF file
creation, setup and output proce-
dures, Internet connection trouble-
shooting, and emergency ad deliv-
ery services; secure and reliable ser-
vice; and browser -based products,
meaning no hardware or software is
required to use the system. FastChan-
nel Network members are also enti-
tled to free utilities for automating
the process of sending or receiving
ads. All users have access to a 45 -day
archive of ad order data with cus-
tomizable views and unlimited fil-
tering and sorting capabilities. Data
is exportable. AdDIRECT is com-
prised of adDispatch for ad delivery
and adCaster for ad retrieval.
FastChannel also offers customers
utility applications that interact with
adDIRECT to integrate and auto-
mate ad delivery.

800-499-0880; fax 817-489-3006
vnvw.fastchannel.com;Info@fastchannel.com

Circle (228) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com

www.contelec.com 800.733.5011
AN IDT COMPANY

Circle (146) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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FM Simplified
"David -II" - $2000

A SIMPLE. YET REMARKABLY
COMPETITIVE FM
PROCESSOR/GENERATOR

Even 'Goliath' audio processing can't make you Number
One in your market. Market share is dictated by attention
to demographics and selection of a format and air
personalities. Your station's 'signature' is not its 'sound,
it's embedded in its programming.

Each day, the world over. hundreds of "David -II" users
prove that a strong, clean, non -fatiguing sound is the best
companion to successful programming. With rock -solid
PWM processing and digital -synthesis baseband coding,
"David -II" more than holds its own against complex and
far more expensive FM alternatives. Contact your
preferred supplier for a demo at your station.

,a wits
711:

C11-...17:01:11-11:11.111.1111;;1;-.;11111111111111.1111.111111111

Inovonics
1305 Fair Ave.  Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552  FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com  e-mail: into@inovon.com

Circle (147) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

More innovative solutions...
Thermal Sentry III

monitors transmitter operating temperature

analog output for remote monitoring

programmable alarm output with relay

front panel adjustments and LED display

two air temperature sensors included

indicates failed or clogged ventilation system

early warning for antenna icing conditions

Time  Temperature  ID

time and temperature delivery for automation

60 seconds of user recordable storage

automatically varies message delivery

professional male announcer voice

temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius

battery backed AC synchronized clock

digital message storage - no moving parts

Dialup Audio Interface

perform unattended remote broadcasts

DTMF operated controller with relay outputs

fully programmable output on any key press

momentary andior maintained relay outputs

four logic inputs with programmable output

balanced audio input and output with ALC

seven DPDT relays and one 4PDT relay

1116 Sine Systems
nashville, tennessee  615.228 :3500 voice  615 227 2'393 lax -on -demand  www sinesystems corn

Circle (148) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Active reference monitors
Hafler Professional
V TRM8.1 and TRM6.1: Magneti-
cally shielded and able to be mount-
ed in two different positions by using
Omnimount parts, The TRM8.1 is
based on Hafler's Diamond Series
Transnova amplifier technology. The
TRM8.1 is a bi-amped, two-way sys-
tem offering a free field frequency
response of 45Hz to 21kHz. The peak
acoustic output per speaker pair us-

ing music as a sound source is 123dB
or greater, accommodating the ever-
growing dynamic range needs of
digital audio playback. Based on the
same performance as the TRM8.1, the
TRM6.1 two-way bi-amplified active
speaker system is magnetically shield-
ed and is based on Hafler's Transana
amplifier technology. The TRM6.1 is
a bi-amped, two-way system offering
a free field frequency response of
55Hz to 21kHz, ±2dB. The peak
acoustic output per speaker pair, us-
ing music as a sound source at lm, is
120dB or greater.

888-HAFLER1; fax 480-894-1528
www.hafler.com;sales@hafier.com

:imie (229) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.cora

View an online
product demo
whenever you
see this logo.

www.beradio.com
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Streaming ad substitution
ENCO Systems

Windows

1 I2E (Intelli-
gent Insertion
Engine): A

hardware and
software prod-
uct that works
with DADPRO32
digita: audio de-
livery systems
as well as other
automation sys-
tems. In one

2000 workstation, you can replace offending
commercials, split Internet streams and sync a streaming
playlist with the playlist in DADpro32. The I2E also
contains all of the software and hardware needed to begin
streaming using Windows Media Encoder for those staions
not yet streaming. Some custom software charges may
apply. There are several configuraions available supporting
rack mount hardware as well as configurations supporting
non -DAD deliver/ systems.

E00-362-6797: fax 248-827-4441
www.enco.com:supperWenco.com

Circle (226) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradlo.com

2001 & 13 Exciting
NEW PRODUCTS

Check Out the New FP-PEQ3 !

FP 5PR1 5POIF Repeater

FP BUC2 E3a / UnPa Converter

FP MP1 Microphone Preamp itier

FP MPA2 Phantom Adapter

FP MX4 4 Input Mic/Line Mixer

ST MX2 2 Channe Mic/Line Mixer

FP ALCI Automatic Leve Contra
FP ALC2 Automatic Leve Contra

RDL
Radio Design Labs

FP PEQ3 3 sand Parametric E61

RU VCA2 Digits Attenuator
RU-VCA20 Digits Attenuator
5T-VCA2 Vo [age Contra e4 Amp

M13 3 Mounting Kit. for mounting

Stick Ono & Tr' aeries products

in FP adapter pane

Toll free (800) 281-2683
Local (++1) 805 684-5415

Europe (++31) 20-6238 983
Web Page www rdlnet com

Circle (149) on Free Info Card or go to niww.beradio.com

Para Hablar Espanol
Favor Ilamr a Ines

Garcia, Jose Campos,
0 correo-electronico

igarcia@proaudio.com
jcampos@p-oaudio.com

--  4 - IP.  -
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SOUND SYSTEM
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AB Booth #2929

DISTRIBUTORS OF PROFESSIONAL AUDIO & BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
With over 300 vendors at our fingertips. CROUSE-KIMZEY can meet all your broadcast and audio needs.

At CROUSE-KIMZEY, we strive for customer service excellence -it's what sets us apart!
MAIN OFFICE ($00)433-2105 ANNAPOLIS (800) 5.55-6800

COLORADO SPRINGS (800 257-6233 MID -AMERICA (877 223-2221
Circle (150i on Free Info Card or go to wwwberadio.corr
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OUTSTANDING Outstanding specifications and pricing
on professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring and
"translator' service.

The AFC3 is a three receiver rack mount that is
configured to your EAS or monitoring specific
application. Each receiver has internal frequency
selection (PLL) switches. front panel controls and
indicators. and rear panel connections.

rimminsem
Price: Approximately 51000 (depending on receiver choice)

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SCA. NOAA
Weather. Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers.

All receivers are PLL (synthesized) designs using the
latest state of the art components and are available as
stand alone receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.

Designed and Manufactured in the USA

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234 Tel. (941) 351-4454

Email: sales@daytonindustrial com WebSite: www.DaytonIndustrial.corn

Circle (151) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Broadcast audio processor
Aphex Systems

2020 Mk Qt A self-contained FM
broadcast and webcasting processor

Aar* , in a single chassis; all functions are
integrated within one interactive, stable and optimized
processing framework. Features include a Split -Band Op-
tical Pre -emphasis Limiter, a patent -pending Overshoot -

Compensated, Low -Distortion Low Pass Filter and New
Processing Algorithms that make the Model 2020 sound
even louder and cleaner than its previous generation. The
Mk 11 can be run in dual -mono mode, making it applicable
for installations requiring multiple single -channel process-
ing. The Model 2020 is online with an increasing number
of webcasters. Because of its new circuits and processing
algorithms, the Mk II is suitable for CD and DVD mastering.

818-767-2929: fax 818-767-2641; www.aphex.com; sales@aphex.com
Circle (220) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Digital recorder/player
Register Data Systems
The Replicaton The Replicator works with almost any
source of equipment, including satellite receivers and
telephone autocouplers. With the Replicator it's just as easy
to delay Sunday church programs as it is to delay hourly
news and commentary. With optional audio switchers, the
Replicator can automatically select different program sourc-
es for recording. The Replicator can also close relays to
select transponders and audio channels on satellite receiv-
ers. All systems can record one stereo program or two mono
programs while airing another program. Larger systems may
record three programs while airing a fourth program. The
Replicator can also air a program before recording is
complete. Both recording and playback can be pre-pro-
grammed with a weekly schedule of events.

800-521-5222; fax 912-745-0500; www.regIsterdata.com
Circle (235) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

The RF People

Silicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

Our growing product line.
SATISFACTIO.V GUARANTEED

1511 %%atts

300 %%alb

EMI
450 watts

600 %%ails

INN
1000 watts

850 watts

1.200 watts

3.0(10 watts

1,50(1 watts

2,0(5) watts

Phone:- (408) 986 9700 e-mail:- sales@svpa.com
Fax:- (408) 986 1438 website www.svpa.com

Circle (152) on Free Info Card or co to www.beradio.com
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File conversion system
Cartworks/dbm Systems
V aptXchange: Batch mode converts entire libraries be-
tween apt -X and WAV effortlessly at speeds of up to 15 times
real time. Perfect for studios changing or adding way format
digital audio systems, or popular digital audio editors. The unit
supports standard IDAS, DSS, AUD, and other apt -X file types,
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as well as uncompressed WAV files and the Cart Chunk standard.
Users can exchange audio files between systems from various
manufacturers or the Internet. The system runs on standard
Windows PCs and uses new SOFT apt -X technology so no
ACE100 audio card or other DSP-based hardware is required.
Features include negligible coding delay and immunity to
multiple encode/decode cycles.

800-795-7234; fax 601-853-9976
www.cartworks.com; sales @cartworks.com

Circle (225) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Operate From
Across the Desk or
Across the Country...

KAMEN

ti i

Wan

M-, Ill
* 6 CHANNEL STEREO MIXER

* On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

* 8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs

* Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Get Details
Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com

NAB Show

BOOTH 1158

Circle (153) on Free Into Card or go to www.beradio.com

°j F Specia It iec4
EAST: Pittsburgh 866-736-3736. Philadelphia 888-260-9298
WEST: California -North 888-737-7321, South 800-346-6u34

NORTHWEST: Seattle 800-735-7051

SOUTHWEST: Texas 800-537-1801. 888.839-7373
CENTRAL: Missouri 800-467-7373

SOUTH: Florida. 800-476-8943
 Microphones
 Mic Processors
 Cable & Connectors

%ow

Nt  ---- - -...--

Our name says RF,
but we have EVERYTHING

from the microphone to the antenna.

Microwave Systems

Consoles -
Analog and Digital

 Recording Equipment
 Monitor Amps

and Speakers

www rfspec corn  Headphones

"12F is GOOD for You!"

 Antennas
 Towers
 Transmission Lines & Accessories
 Copper Strap & Screen

Audio Processors - Analog and Digital

Transmitters
 Exciters
 Remote Control

Systems
 RF Amplifiers

Circle (154) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Clafeiglete
Solution...

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager.
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Call for All the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATE'S

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc.com

Circle (155) on Free Info Card
or go to www.beradio.com
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Music scheduling software
Micropower Corporation
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Powergold 2000
v.6.0: Features include
an easier and more
powerful Logon win-
dow, which automati-
cally stores all data di-
rectories you've visit-
ed. This is stored per
machine. When you
click the New button
to create a new data-
base, a dialog appears
where you can tell Pow-

ergold 2000 where to create your new data directory. Internally, Powergold
2000 now uses UNC file paths; you no longer have to map a network drive
to a letter for Powergold 2000 to see or use it. Powergold 2000 automat-
ically turns share mode on if you try to log onto a network database. If your
Powergold 2000 data resides on a Windows 95/98/ME computer, that data
can now be opened by Powergold 2000 from a computer with Windows
NT or Windows 2000. Automatic data conversion will upgrade your
database to version 6 at startup and/or upon restoring a backup from a
previous version.

800-870-0033; fax 501-221-3200
www.powergold.com

Circle (232) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

FM - LPFM - TV - LPTV
Transmitters - Antennas - STL's

www.superiorbroadcast.com
HOT SUMMER PRICES

FM STL Transmitter & Receiver 3.500.00 50 watt FM Stereo Exciter/Transmitter 1,500.00
100 watt FM Stereo Transmitter 2.500.00 300 watt FM Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
100 watt FM Amplifier 995 00 300 watt FM Amplifier 1,799.00
500 watt FM Amplifier 2.750.00 2.500 watt FM Transmitter 10,000.00
10,000 watt FM Transmitter 19.990 00 Six Channel Stereo Audio Console 2,200.00
Stereo Generator with FM Antennas as low as .395.00

composite clipper 995.00 20 FM Translator 2,500.00

contact Jimmie Joynt Sefizeziot 131414deiaa Pft4e4teed Inc.

Ph. 800/279-3326 Fax 800/644-59587194 Preston Rd #123-297 Dallas, TX 75249

www.Iowpowerrad io.to
Complete system. 300 watt Transmitter. with Stereo Generator,
Antenna and Transmission Line $4,500.00

Ph. 800/279-3326 Fax 800/644-59587194

Circle (156) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.corn
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Automation software
Arrakis
Digilink Free: Windows PC software for live and automat-
ed On Air Radio, and this software is free. Digilink-Free
operates on inexpensive PCs using the built-in sound
capabilities of the PC itself. Features include one -week
automation schedule for true walk away operation; easy -to -
use voice tracking for hard disk automation; one- week time
record schedule for news recording; uncompressed WAV, or
compressed MP2 or MP3 file formats and network support
for multiple studios and multiple sites. Users can import
traffic and music schedules and export MP3 file formats.

970-224-2248; fax 970-493-1076
www.arrakis-systems.com; sales CO arrakis-systems.com
Circle (222) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Content substitution software system
OMT Technologies
iMediaAdCast Multi -purpose Internet -streaming software
that features seamless content substitution, track titling
data, and will offer simultaneous Internet -stream encoding
with both Real Networks and Microsoft Windows Media
technology. A content substitution software system for
streaming Internet broadcasts, iMediaAdCast is designed
to be compatible with most automation systems.

888-665-0501; fax 204-783-5805; www.omt.net
Circle (233) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

Digital audio network router
Wheatstone

A Bridge 2001: Fea-
tures bi-directional fiber optic or CAT -5 interlocation
connectivity, digital -domain AES switching, analog or digital
inputs and analog and digital outputs, all in a seven-inch 5RU
rackmount digital routing cage. Each cage handles up to 512
simultaneous audio channels on its backplane. The 2001
handles smaller applications, yet offers growth potential via
stackable units to upgrade to larger .system configurations.
Cages can be separated by great distances with many
studios connected to a central rack room, providing shared
resources yet permitting independently functioning satel-
lite studios. Mixed signal switching is accomplished with a
choice of AES digital or analog 24 -bit A/D input cards, or 24 -
bit D/A analog output cards, all of which can he serviced
from the front of the cage.

252-638-7000; fax 252-637-1285
www.wheatstone.com; sales@wheatstone.com

Circle (237) on Free Info Card o- go to www.beradio.com

ti71-7 ri to Is Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters. our audio and digital audio switchers otter excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures, serial remote control capabilities and

flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switcher/router with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

ACS 4.1
Active crosspoint switcher with 4 balanced/
unbalanced stereo inputs and one stereo
output with Visual Audio Level Control.

111111111=MMIIIIIF
8X2

Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs.

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

10X1

Passive switcher/router with 10 stereo inputs

and one stereo output or vice -versa.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to 3 common outputs.

MEM
6X1

Passive switcher/router with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice -versa.

SM-6
Stereo mixer with 6 stereo inputs. a stereo
output and front panel on/off switches.

3X2
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo
inputs and 2 stereo outputs.

SS 3.1
Passive switcher/router with 3 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switcher/router with 2 composite
audio, video. or AES/EBU inputs to 2
compcsite audio, video. or AES EBU
outputs, or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switcherrouter with 2 stereo inputs

to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Check out our web site for product information. list pricing and a list of distributors! BROADCAST
Voice: 360 . 854

Internet: www.broadcas1tools.com E-mail: bti@broadcasttools.com Fax: 360 . 854
. 9559
. 9479 t o o Is

Innovative Problem Solving Tools For Broadcast
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Circle (157) on Frae Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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Transcom Corporation
AM b FlU Transmitters

Visit our site at www.fmamtv.com
Email us at transcom@fmamtv.com for more information

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

2
ca
4

300 W FM
I KW FM
1 KW FM
2.5 KW FM
2.5 KW FM
2.5 KW FM

988 Harris FM 300K Solid State Sgl. Phase
981 Harris FM IK Single Phase
978 RCA BTF 1E1
984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
976 Collins 831D Single Phase

3.8 KW FM 994 Continental 814J -Solid State. Sgl. Phase
5 KW FM 985 BE FM 5A
5 KW FM 967 Collins 830E
5 KW FM 979 Harris FM 5k
6 KW FM 994 Henry 60000 Single Phase
10KW FM 974 Harris FMIOH/K

I KW AM 1976 Harris MWI
I KW AM 1981 Harris MW IACA I KW AM 1981 Ilarris MWIA

Chid 1 KW XXI 1981 Collins 828C -I

41
5 KW A Harris MW5A
10 KW

M 198
AM

0
1983 Continental 316F

4t 10KW AM 1986 Harris MW1OB
25 KW AM 1989 Nautel Ampfet 25, Solid StateF" 25 KW AM 1985 CSI 1-25-A
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50I3

Belar AMM2B Mod Monitor (1200KHz)
lielar FM Mod Monitor
lielar FM Stereo Monitor
CRL SMP-900 AM Stereo Matrix Processor
CRL MDF 800 Stereo De -Emphasis Filter
CRL SEC 8(8) Compressor
TFT AM Modulation Monitor 11991)1 1200RID

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Circle 158 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Lotigiey-Rice over 3-11/ Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, PTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain datebases...and more!

oft
131 IL] IN 1017121B MEE IN I 213
Broadcast Commumcations Software
and Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

Circle 159 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

When you require the ultimate in accurate timing

W11EN you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing look only
to ESE. Designed for "Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks &

Accessories have been the industry standard for
over three decades.

Whether using GPS. WWV, Modem. Crystal or line

frequency accuracy - all ESE Master Clocks can
drive digital or analog slave clocks, as well as
interface with video and/or computer based systems.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136
Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com

64 BE Radio June 2001 Circle 160 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com
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L MEN
Operate From

Across the Desk or

Across,lhe ChOM_

I r
' X

0114

tit16 Channel
Stereo Mixer

On Board CPU and RS -232 Port

8 Presettable Macros / 8 TTL Outputs

Computer Control or
Stand Alone Operation

Need Details? Call

Jim Withers 314-345-1030
www.radiomax.com

NAB Show
BOOTH 1158

Ci cle 161 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

Would you believe that you can visit a dozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

,,,.tA.t1,A,

oF.IIrd I t.trn Line

TeleRadio

If you have the TeleRadio from CircuitWerkes at your stations.
you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.

Old-fashioned air -checks are okay, but they have some
real drawbacks. Among them are:

1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air -check. You may be
hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.

2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and react
accordingly.

3 By the time you get an air -check in the mail. it may be too late to respond
to the competition.

The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both
your station and the competition in real-time. If you have a
TeleRadio, you simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it
answers, the internal radio begins playing down the phone line to
you. You can control the radio by using the buttons on your phone.
Its just like being there! Call usoryour favrite dealer for more info.

ramming
tool'

prog

CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3rd Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 http://www.circuitwerkes.com

wired to

be unwired.

. .

Our Reraotettx
Sport I-ybrid Mixer
is your best choice for
professional sports broadcasting.

Its compact design and combir ation

phone line/uniiersal handset connection
provide unparalleled freedom and ease of

use. Plus, with the 2.5mm jack on newer

cellular phones, JK Audio gives you plug -

and -play for the play-by-play.

JK Audio RENO, BROADCAST GrAil

Toll free (KA &Coma) 800-552-8346  PAR Booth R1833
Tel. 815-786-2929  km 815-786-8502  %ewer jhoudio com

Circle 162 on Free Info Card or go to vnww.beradio.com.

If ,fightulug strikes oil your
tower are causing

eprOmeirt damage aim' lost
air time - the cost of a

Stati-Cat system may be
recovered during your first

lightmirg seasom,

RD MA - RUGGED

LIGHTNING
PROTECTIONAFF

The Otati-Cat
Light/0g Prevehtioh Oystefrff

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Caraina
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (535) 326-2337
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Circle 163 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com

www.beradio.com
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5

5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5

5

5

411
tiNG

NSA

REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound.

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting 8 static electricity.

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF 8 UHF antenna lines.

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

Also

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

t
1,1111,1,11,11 IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401

phone 505-327-5646 tax 505-325-1142

Circle 165 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

Protect Your Investment
ERI® 812-925-6000
7777 Gardner Road

Chandler, IN 47610
wvi,w.ERlinc.corn

Affordable
Digital Automation
Our WaveStation 3.0 has all the features
of "super expensive" systems, but is
priced reasonably like software, not

ow;
gold-plated broa  cast hardware. We
often hear, "It can't be true!" Over 3000
satisfied users prove the 24 Hour
contrary. WaveStation uses FREE
linear or compressed audio Tab
files. Features include
WebCast ability, on -screen voice -track
editing, time -shift recording and serial
port control. Offers full automation,
satellite, voice -track and live assist.
Works with Windows 2000, 95,98 or NT.

888-BSI USA1
Try Before You Buy.

Download The Actual Software!

www.bsiusa.com BSI
Circle 166 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

WwW trnimPriCOM

 fast and user friendly

 online ordering

 online product search

 online catalog

 online spec sheets

 online product availability

MOUSER°EL EC T R ON IC S
.4 EICOMPANY

Circle 167 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.
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Complex problems...

WE SPECIALIZE IN RELIABLE,

COST EFFECTIVE PRODUCTS FOR

YOUR BROADCAST RELATED NEEDS.

AFS-2

CAS- I

TSN-3

ACU- I

DAI-2

TTI-2

MBC- I

RFC- I /B

TAS- I

AUDIO FAILSAFE

CON/AIR SWITCHER

THERMAL SENTRY III

AUDIO CONTROL UNIT

DIAL -UP AUDIO INTERFACE

TIME -TEMP -ID DELIVERY SYSTEM

MESSAGE BOARD CONTROLLER

REMOTE FACILITIES CONTROLLER

TELEPHONE ANNOUNCEMENT SYSTEM

Innovative solutions!
6 I 5  228  3500 (vox)
6 I 5  227  2367 (FAx)
WWW.SINESYSTEMS.COM

Sine Systems .
972 MAIN STREET  NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37206

Circle 169 on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.

weft! Simple
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E' Rays many tleo brats

Oar* (wpm) Ind Fed, a*
$clydAO Seals and IJrMrs
ginlyo LR=.1111 One FSnundonl (any brerd)

eeds

U Ful Blow Automaton or Live Assad
R: Lops erne end nate plays1

E Windows DownloadSe"."1Download Free Demo
htlp://www.raduga.net
Or call for more irfol

513487.0714

S

B
E
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

4006

-4 BELT LINE

= SUITE 160

ADDISON

TEXAS

C 15001
912/661-5222

wpm rbdg (Am

RUSS BERGER DESIGN GROUP

RECORDING AND BROADCAST FAQIR DESIGN

ARGIITECTURI.11, 'Pc IOU ACOUSTKAI SPACES

Nooy t. 11(`) AND SOUNDISOlATION

! AND VIBRATION C0N1RO1

Pr" Applied Wireless, Inc
... providing options.

FO Boo 926
New Market. MO 21774

Appliecwirele" tel 301 865 1011
. 301 865 4422

Kevin McNamara emall:kevinmc©appliedwirelessmccom
President 6 CEO www appliedwirelesstnc corn

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.

Peoria. I Illnois 61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309)673-8128
Member AFCCE

www.beradiaromi

AMPEX - ITC
SCULLY PARTS

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS

(800) 848-4428 Fax (408) 363-0957

A.M. Radio Station

For Sale or Lease.

So. Calif. Location.
Sale $1.8 Million/

Lease $20,000. mo

Broker Co-operation
Call Marc 949/975-0544

www.beradio.conl June 2001 BE Radio 67
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previous technology. Unique circuit architecture need
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must be involved in the product's design.

4. The price of the product must be within reach of
intended users. The judges seek products appropriate to
a wide range of facilities.
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some type of product literature must be available
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fair as possible.

7. The editorial staff of BE Radio magazine serves o- ly
as a moderator during the final selection process and .,

has no influence or decision in determining the Zvi ire's.
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Byte

Leave the driving to us?
By Skip Pizzi, contributing editor

NAB 2001 provided the opportunity to see and hear
the latest on IBOC digital radio. IBiquity presented
demonstrations of off -air IBOC audio reception and

a mock-up of what might become a video sidecar to the
IBOC receiver. The latter was actually the work of Impulse
Radio, which is developing a system that
could use the relatively small amount of
auxiliary data (including opportunistic band-
width) in the iBiquity format to feed text and
images to a Web browser -like display in
IBOC receivers or IBOC-equipped vehicles.

In addition, prototype IBOC-FM receivers
at NAB 2001 presented the digital
signal as an enhancement feature.
Users tune to a station's analog FM
signal, and after a few seconds, if an
adequately robust IBOC signal is avail-
able on the channel, the receiver auto-
matically and seamlessly switches to
the digital audio. An indicator illumi-
nates when this occurs, similar to the
stereo pilot light, and if multipath
distortion or noise is present in the
analog signal, these artifacts disappear
when the IBOC light comes on. Oth-

erwise, the audio quality stays about the same.
The user experience is like viewing a thumbnail or a

progressive JPEG image on the web - it comes in small or
rough at rust, then resolution improves after a few seconds.
In the channel -surfing world of car -radio listening, this can
be considered an efficient use of the digital signal: no need
to bother with long channel -acquisition time required for
IBOC signal while tuning around, but once a listener decides
to stay with a channel. the higher quality kicks in.

nous national and local elements in a narrowband environ-
ment. But important questions remain: 1) Will this display
format be set as a standardized optional element of the
IBOC specification, so authoring tools and a wide array of
common content can be quickly developed? 2) Will there

be enough bandwidth
available to allow the
system to work? To help
with the latter, pre -cach-
ing of content in the
receiver would be pos-
sible (or more likely,

required), but the frequent channel -changing behavior of
most listeners will limit the applicability of this technique.

There is something fundamentally
troubling about a format designed
by a unilateral, proprietary group

and not driven by an open
standards process.

Quantity vs. quality
Downplaying the qualitative improvement of IBOC and

stressing the quantitative addition of a visual component
could be the right approach to sell IBOC to broadcasters,
advertisers, electronics manufacturers and consumers. Broad-
casters would have a potential return on conversion invest-
ments because a premium upcharge could be levied (or at
least a value -add offered) for the visual display of IBOC
advertising. The screen gives equipment vendors some-
thing to catch consumers' eyes and entice them to purchase.

The Impulse Radio display approach seems right, as it
uses an optimized XML subset, and envisions a flexible and
adaptive server method that can accommodate synchro-

The regulatory challenge
The iBiquity model virtually guarantees there will be no

growth in the number of audio services provided by IBOC,
which some discussion at the NAB 2001 Broadcast Engi-
neering Conference suggested might be a stumbling block
for regulatory approval of the format. Even if iBiquity is an
appropriate system design, there is something fundamen-
tally troubling about a digital broadcasting format designed
by a unilateral, proprietary group and not driven by an open
standards process.

Such an approach will favor the interests of the group
producing the design; in this case, the constraint of no new
audio services is an example. This serves most broadcasters'
current needs. (Having gone to great expense to reduce
competition via consolidation, why open the band up to
more channels?) It's also the driver for most broadcast
investments and recent interest in iBiquity, i.e., its defensive
value in certifying that new technology will not threaten the
less competitive environment that broadcasters have re-
cently crafted. Given this mandate, iBiquity engineers seem
to have accomplished their objectives (at least for FM, so
far), producing a VHF -optimized, narrowband COFDM-
based system that relies on an analog backup channel.

Ibiquity may represent the best technology for the job, but
without an open standards process that sets requirements
and defines an open specification to meet them, we will
never know for sure. If the FCC rubber-stamps a format
proposed by private interests, it will be neglecting due
diligence and abdicating its ultimate responsibility as steward
of the public interest. So while the latest IBOC-FM format
is looking more marketable, it may be worth waiting a little
longer for a proper, and subsequently unassailable, approval
process to be set before we starting baking the silicon. 4
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Save a Bundle on this Bundle
VJe've broken the price barrier for a high -end DAW! The Cict ProPack offers you the functionality and
reliability found in large stations. ProPack gives you everything you need to compose, produce and man-
': se your audio whether it's last-minute stringer reports, jincies or full-blown multitrack Productions.

DigaStudio is a combination A/D audio con-
verter and desktop controller console. Designed by
D.A.V.I.D. in cooperation with STUDER, it features
balanced inputs, phantom power and onboard DSP.
The desktop controller includes a 3 -channel mixer,
smooth jog wheel and illuminated function keys.

Diga ProPack

Here's what the Diga ProPack comes with:

 DiriaStudio rackmounted ND converter and desktop
ccnt-ol ccnsole made by STUDER

 Intel PIII 800MHz, 256MB RAM, 33G HD, CD-ROM, 6
P:31 slots in a rugged 4U (19") rackmount

 Windows 2000 Professional
System software bundle: DataBase Manager

Personal Edition and EZ Track 3 -:rack editor
 15' TFT flatscreen display
 Digigram PCX 924 professional 1/0 card
 Keytoard and mouse

So'tware application features.

\ Easy to _Ise database application with drag -n -drop

N' Automatic file format recognition & conversion- MPEG,

WAV, AIFF and BWF

Auto -save and 99 -step undo

Time correction matches the audio clip length to

available time

Multiformat clipboard capable of storing both audio

and RTF text clips

DirectX plugin support crossfade mixing, looping,
awo-dunk, scrubbing and available with upgrade to
Multitrack Editor

Upgrades Available -
Call or Check our Website for

Details

MANAGEMENT DATA
MEDIA SYSTEMS INC

Circle (102) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com. mdata-us.com

6193 Finchingfield Rd Warrenton VA 20187 Tel 540.341.8550 Fax 54).-341.8565 Email info@mdata-us corn



VV
DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER

 BI-DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT -5 INTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
 ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
 ANALOG OR DIGITAL (AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
 BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
 SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH WHEATSTONE CONSOLES

THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL.
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's de-
sign consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.

Units can be stacked to suit particular card comple-
ments (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT -5 wire. ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, X -Y controller commands plus
auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
a typical installation.

The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want. And of course we have a full

complement of control panels and PC applications to
choose from-all designed for straightforward operation
and a rapid learning curve.

With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers.

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with a choice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24 -bit A>D input cards, and of course 24 -bit digital or
24 -bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.

V1/1-7c)t_f-torle Cortorcltior)
fel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstonecom

www.wheatsfone.com
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Coiporation

specifications see kfieftems subject o change **bout notice

Circle (103) on Free Info Card or go to www.beradio.com.


